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As all professional recordists know, the proper 
operation of any tape recorder involves a compro- 
mise between decibels and distortion. And Audiotape 
has been especially formulated with this important 
relationship in mind -to give you higher output 
( and thus better signal to noise ratio) and lower 
distortion in the normal bias range of all machines. 

Test it. Compare it with any other tape. Plot your 
own output vs distortion curves, similar to the ones 
shown above. You'll find that in the useful, low -dis- 
tortion bias range, Audiotape combines maximum 
output with maximum fidelity and freedom from 
distortion. 

That's just one of many reasons why more and 
more professional recordists are specifying Audiotape 
for their most exacting magnetic recording require- 
ments. Remember - Audiotape is made by audio 
engineers, for audio engineers. It speaks for itself. 

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc. 
444 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y. 

Export Dept. 13 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y., Cables "ARLAB" 

And there's PROOF of 

UNEQUALLED UNIFORMITY 

in Every Package 

You GET an Esterline -Angus output curve in every five - 

reel package of plastic -base Audiotape. This curve, 
made from one of the reels in that package, actually 
measures the output characteristics of all five reels, 
since they are all slit from the same roll after coating. 
Now you can see, as well as hear, the exceptionally 
high output uniformity that you get only in Audiotape. 
What's more, every 1250 -ft. and 2500 -ft. reel is guaran- 
teed FREE FROM SPLICES! 



THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH 

TV SALES that UHF wont cure- 
and Zenith has provision for it ! 

This Turret Tuner 
is built into all 
Zenith TV sets 

remember... 
with UHF on the way, 

the goodwill of your 
customers is at stake. 

The sets you sell today, 
they'll expect to use tomorrow. 

More TV stations ... more TV programs 
. and better- than -ever television 

entertainment! With all this on the way 
-and TV inventories at an all -time 
high -you've plenty of reason to put 
UHF to work making sales for you. 

And Zenith alone guarantees that 
every television set it has ever built and 
sold to the public has built -in provision 
for tuner strips to receive the new UHF 
channels without a converter. 

*LONG DISTANCE. RADIO 
and TELEVISION 

Tie -in with this sales - making bonus! 
And start boosting this coming new era 
of television entertainment today . . . 

using Zenith's provision for UHF to 
build more sales, greater profits for you 
-now, and in the days ahead! 

Learn the facts on UHF by writing 
today, now, for your free copy of Zenith's 
easy -to -read booklet titled "UHF Tele- 
vision -What It Is -What It Means 
To You." Mail this coupon now! 

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION 
6001 West Dickens Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois 

Please send your free booklet "UHF Television ... What It 
Is ... What It Means To You." 

Name of Dealer 

Address 
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TOWERS THAT "TALK" TO THE STATE OR SQUAD CARS 

Mobile Communications Systems naturally require no thousand -foot 
towers to cover their "beat." But isn't it good business to do business 
with a concern that makes both ? There's no need to compromise 
on the antenna towers for your UHF system when you can be sure 
with a Blaw -Knox Tower designed especially for this important radio 
field. Scores of these self- supporting towers are now providing 
safe support for high -gain antennas that give maximum signal 
strength and soft -pedal the high noise level of metropolitan areas. 
The cost? No more than for "make- shift" structures. 
For complete technical data just drop a note to 

BLAW -KNOX DIVISION OF BLAW -KNOX COMPANY 

2062 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

FM -TV, the ,JOURNAL of RADIO COMMUNICATION 
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VIBRATORS 
The Complete Replacement Line 

Radiart solves all the problems on the vibrator side 
of the radio communications picture with the com- 
plete RUGGED SERVICE line that has been the 
leader for years. Exclusive design plus quality con- 
trolled manufacture deliver vibrators that are corn- 
pletely dependable! No short -lived performances ... 
they work perfectly even under the most adverse con- 
ditions BECAUSE THEY ARE BUILT TO "TAKE 
IT "! Make a comparison and you, too, will agree 
RADIART VIBRATORS ARE THE STANDARD 
OF COMPARISON! 

At all good radio parts jobbers. Ask for the new 
Form F781 listing the latest replacement recommendations. 
IT'S RIGHT WHEN IT'S RADIART 

THE B B /ARTORPORATION 
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

CPA 
rAUDIT 

VIBRATORS 
TV ANTENNAS 

CIRCULATION AUDITED BY 
HENRY R. SYKES 

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 
SYKES, GIDDINGS & JOHNSON 
PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 

POWER SUPPLIES 
AUTO AERIALS 

3 



for CIVIL DEFENSE and 
commercial application 

the NEW 

PACK 

SETS 

LINK 

for FM 2 -way radio- 
telephone portable 

operation. 
TYPE 3035 -25 -50 Mc 

TYPE 3036 -152-174 Mc 

A new and greatly improved 
portable assembly, incorpor- 
aHng several new features, is 

now in production at the 
LINK plant. These new Pack 
Sets are especially recom- 
mended for Civil Defense 
planning. They are ideal for 
fire and police service and 
other emergency work. Public 
utility companies, pipe line 
groups and other organiza- 
tions who use field crews con- 
stantly, will find these new 
units extremely practical for 
communication between crews 
and base station or vehicle 
location. These Pack Sets also 
are recommended for use by 
Forestry and Conservation 
groups. 

For details, please write to 
Dept. A. M. 

LINK Radio Corporation 
125 W 17th St. N.Y. 11, N. Y. 
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IT'S very difficult to make rhyme or 
reason from the picture of home radio 

set production as it develops from the 
monthly barometer. For four successive 
months, AM receivers have run about 
50% ahead of the corresponding period 
of 1950. FM sets dropped off in May, 
but the average production this year is 
almost 50% above the '50 level. Mean- 
while, despite all kinds of high -pressure 
promotion, TV models have become al- 
most a drug on the market. In Charlotte, 
N. C., for example, one dealer has been 
offering a week's vacation free to pur- 
chasers of TV sets. 

It's the volume of set purchases, and 
not the volume of promotion, that builds 
audiences. Nevertheless, networks and 
many broadcasters continue to discount 
audio in an apparent effort to convince 
themselves of the relatively greater im- 
portance of television. 

Nor is there much conviction in an- 
nouncements from manufacturers that 
TV production is being cut to shift facil- 
ities to military production, or because of 
limited supplies of essential materials. 
Military radio contracts that swamped 
manufacturers during the last war are 
not large compared to the capacity that 
was built up subsequently for civilian set 
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TV, FM, and AM set Production Barometer, prepared from RTMA figures 

production. And a considerable part of 
the radio contracts released currently is 
going into plants that never produced 
consumer products, or new plants that 
have been or will be built specifically for 
military equipment and components. This 
is borne out in the RTMA report that 
Government contracts placed with mem- 
ber companies for radio and communica- 
tion equipment, including radar, fire con- 
trol, and sonar apparatus amounted to 
only $184 million in the first quarter of 
1951 as compared to $41 million in the 
same period last year. 

Picture tube sales in April dropped 
54% below the March figure. Sales to 
manufacturers were 278,955 units, 
amounting to $6,869,181, compared to 
608,396 units or $16,064,425 in March. 
Of the April production, 89% of the 
tubes sold to manufacturers were rec- 
tangular, and 95% were 16 ins. or larger. 

Receiver tube production continued at 
a high level, though somewhat below the 
all -time record established in March. The 
total of 35,883,627 units was divided as 
follows: 22,453,223 to radio manufac- 
turers; 2,831,167 to manufacturers of 
non -radio equipment; 9,052,251 for re- 
placements; 1,317,647 for export; d229. 

339 for Government agencies. 

MONTHLY AVERAGES 
TV 

1,361Á,M900 14,690 98ÁO0 
972,980 72,240 132,500 
532,614 201,158 72,959 
827,864 507,007 103.005 

1,247,090 667,207 146,070 
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HAMMARLUND 

MULTI -GATE UNIT RCR -1 

MULTI -GATE* Remote 

Supervisory Control Systems 

Hammarlund Multi -Gate* Systems save 50% in leased -line rental charges. 
Hammarlund Multi -Gate Systems provide all -Electronic 

remote controls over either wire or radio circuits. 
Hammarlund Multi -Gate Systems perform any desired num- ber of separate functions, including manually- or automati- 

cally- controlled remote transmitter switching, monitor re- ceiver selection, or any other remote functions. 
Hammarlund Remote Supervisory Controls offer basic advantages of performance obtainable only through the use 

of the Multi -Gate principle: 
1. No modification of the radio transmitters or re- 
ceivers is required. 
2. Threshold of optimum operating level is estab- 
lished automatically, requiring no manual adjust- 
ment whatsoever. 
3. The only available equipment featuring absolute 
immunity to accidental operation by extraneous 
sources. 
4. Optimum operating efficiency is maintained 
through wide variations of line level, input balance, 
impedance, noise, and line reflections. 
5. Standard models provide for a )minimum of 2 "on" and 1 "off" functions, to a maximum of 420 separate and distinct functions. 

Hammarlund engineers will assist in planning Multi -Gate equipment for all types of remote control applications, in- cluding selective return -signals to verify completion, at the remote end, of any functional operations, as indicated on 
a headquarters indicator panel. 

Write for engineering information on Hammarlund Remote Supervisory Controls. 

*Trade Mark applied for 

HAMMARLUND MFG. COMPANY INC. 
460 WEST THIRTY- FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 

.1n1! 111Íi1- -- formerly FM, and FM RADIO- ET.EC"rRONICS 5 



NOW -TWO. FULL WATTS 

ANTENNA POWER 

Portable FM Radiotelephone 
*PJZ-4 2-WATT 
PJZ-14 1-WATT 
PJZ-2 3/a-WATT 
PJZ-12 1/2-WATT 

25-50 Mc 
150-175 Mc 

25-50 Mc 
150-175 Mc 

The latest littlefone now gives 

greater power output for maxi- 
mum performance at increased 
range, under FCC regulations. 

Complete in one lightweight 
unit, the littlefone includes a 

powerful 10-tube FM transmit- 
ter, ultra- sensitive 12 -tube re- 

ceiver, self- contained recharge- 
able storage batteries and 

power supply . . . ready for 
immediate 2 -way communica- 
tion. Available in hand -carry 
and back -pock models. 

"SQUELCH" Available 
Dry Battery Operation Optional 

Builders of Precision 
Radio Communication Equipment 

7421 S. LOOMIS BLVD., CHICAGO 36, ILL. 
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THIS MONTH'S COVER 
This month's cover shows Law- 

rence Geno, Buffalo's Supervising 
Radio Technician, at the door of one 
of the most modern police and fire 
radio stations in the U. S. We are 
very pleased to present his descrip- 
tion of this system, for it incorporates 
many ideas which should be useful 
to radio engineers concerned not only 
with this but all the other radio 
services. 

Buffalo has had police radio since 
1928. Thus the plan of this Motorola 
installation represents 23 years of 
operating experience. Larry Geno 
has been on this job since 1932, with 
time out to do a Captain's job in 
the Air Force during the last war. 

SPOT NEWS NOTES 
ITEMS AND COMMENTS, PERSONAL AND OTHERWISE, ABOUT PEOPLE 

AND COMPANIES CONCERNED WITH RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 

Leroy A. Wilson, 1901 -1951: 

On June 28, only three years after his 
election as president of the American 
Telephone & Telegraph Company, and 
scarcely a month after signing a certifi- 
cate for the Company's millionth stock- 
holder, Leroy A. Wilson passed away at 
the New York Presbyterian Hospital. He 
had been ill for two weeks. 

Coming up through the ranks of the 
Telephone Company he assumed the 
burden, as president, of the tremendous 
new financing necessary to meet the post- 
war demand for ádded telephone service 
and plant facilities. His success is indi- 
cated by the fact that the number of 
stockholders increased by one -third in 
the brief period of three years. This 
accomplishment was not one of financial 
wizardry, however. It was attained, 
rather, through the concept of public 
service achieved by sound management 
and continuous technical progress. 

This was emphasized in a message 
from Mr. Wilson to the supervisory staff 
of Bell Telephone Laboratories, delivered 
in January, 1950, in which he said: "Tele- 
phone service begins with technology, 
and continuously through the years it 

LEROY WILSON AT OPENING OF CHICAGO RELAY 

has been the widening of technical hori- 
zons that has made possible the expan- 
sion and improvement of the service. The 
greater the range and usefulness of the 
service, the more extensive and intricate 
our technical knowledge and physical 
equipment have first had to be. But I 
would emphasize that although tech- 
nology must come before the service, the 
service idea comes before technology. The 
great success of the Bell Telephone Lab- 
oratories in advancing the art of tele- 
phony has come out of the continuous 
underlying motive of providing telephone 
service - more service, more dependable 
and steadily improving service, and new 
services which make possible the com- 
munication of intelligence in more and 
more ways. The service motive has al- 
ways been the foundation of everything 
we do, and I am sure that this will con- 
tinue to be the foundation of your suc- 
cess in the future." 

Mr. Wilson posed for the photograph 
reproduced here on the occasion of the 
inauguration of television service over 
the AT & T cable between New York 
and Chicago. This exclusive picture ap- 
peared as a full page illustration in our 
issue of February, 1949. 

Stereophonic Broadcasting: 
The NBC report on page 34 of this issue 
refers to the use of stereophonic trans- 
mission and reception. This prompts the 
thought: Why not use John V. L. 
Hogan's very inexpensive method of mul- 
tiplex transmission, described last month, 
Seems like a natural for this purpose. 

Poor FM Quality: 
We are getting many letters complaining 
that FM reception of records is far be- 
low the audio criality that can be ob- 

(Continued on page 7) 
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SPOT NEWS NOTES 
(Continued from page 6) 

tamed by playing the same records in 
listeners' homes. Probability is that tone 
controls are adjusted for AM transmis- 
sion, and the output fed to both AM 
and FM transmitters. 

Attention Mr. Kinzie: 
According to Sylvania engineers, "De- 
viation from transducer responses repre- 
sents infidelity, some of which may prove 
tolerable and even expedient." 

Wasted FM Coverage: 
Many broadcasters not only give away 
FM time, but they don't realize that 
they are providing solid FM signals far 
beyond their AM range. For example, 
it is not unusual to hear on FM such 
sponsor identification as: "Thompson and 
Jarrett Company, 570 Lake Street." But 
Lake Street, in what city? No doubt the 
AM signals only get out to the city 
limits, but the 1M transmission may be 
solid at 30 or 40 miles, and there may 
be several cities in an area of 3,000 to 
5,000 square miles! 

TV Center for WOR: 

New York City studio building now 
under construction will occupy the entire 
block bounded by Broadway, Columbus 
Avenue, 07th, and 68th Streets. Occu- 
pancy is scheduled for January, 1952. 

FM Sets for Schools: 
Although sets have been offered as meet- 
ing the specifications of the U. S. Office 
of Education, the fact is that no such 
specifications have been issued from this 
Office, nor has approval been given to 
any FM sets for use in public schools. 

Compatible TV Color: 
RCA's demonstration of compatible TV 
co.or transmission at New York during 
the week of July 8 brought unanimous 
praise from the press, industry, execu- 
tives, and owners of black -and white re- 
ceivers. Said Dr. Allen B. DuMont: "It 
was a lot better color televison than RCA 
showed us in Washington last December. 
The picture was good enough, in fact, 
to start commercial operations hume- 
diately. This summed up the opinions 
of such observers as William Balderson 
of Philco, Dr. W. R. G. Baker of G. E., 
Jack Binns of Hazeltine, Robert Galvin 
of Motorola, Roy Durst of Hallicrafters, 
and W. H. Meyers of Crosley. This 
was the first public demonstration with 
RCA's 21 -in. tricolor tube. 

Nathaniel B. Nichols: 
Appointed manager of Raytheon's re- 
search division at Waltham, Mass. Mr. 
Nichols is particularly distinguished for 

(Continued on page 8) 
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ANDREW offers a complete series 
of Andrew coaxial transmission 
lines ... specifically designed for 
VHF and UHF "TV frequency 
ranges - 54-890 =MCs. 

Teflon insulators, with a dielec- 
tric constant of 2.0, % that of 
steatite and a loss factor of 0.0004, 
1 /10 that of steatite- minimize 
impedance discontinuity, increase 
efficiency . . . Andrew further 
compensates for insulators in 3 Vs" 
and 6%" line as illustrated -on 
smaller diameters, insulators are 
secured in a rolled groove on the 
inner conductor. A complete line 
of hangers, elbows, gas barriers and 
other accessories are available. 

FREE 

Andrew Bulletin 73 -to help you 
select correct transmission line for 
your TV station -a complete table 
of power ratings and loss data for 
use over entire UHF and VHF TV 
bands- No obligation -write for 
your copy today! 

ANDREW CORPORATION 
363 E. 75th Street, Chicago 19 

Please send me a copy of Bulletin 73 describ- 
ing VHF and UHF Television Transmission lines. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City Zone.... State 



Professional Directory 

anhc Eg-) PaiCey 
Consulting Radio Engineers 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 
970 National Press Bldg., 

Washington 4, D. C. ME 5411 

OFFICES AND LABORATORIES: 
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 

Washington 7, D. C. AD 2414 

Member AFCCE 

GARO W. RAY 

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 

Standard, FM and Television Services 

FIILLTOP DRIVE 
STRATFORD, CONN. Tel. 7 -2465 

ANDREW ALFORD 
Consulting Engineers 

ANTENNAS & RF CIRCUITS 

Laboratory and Plant: 
299 Atlantic Ave., Boston 10, Mane. 

Phone: HAncock 6 -2339 

GEORGE C. DAVIS 

Consulting Radio & Television 
Engineers 

501 -514 Munsey Bldg.- Sterling 0111 

Washington 4, D. C. 

WELDON & CARR 
Consulting Rodio Engineers 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

1605 CONNECTICUT AVE. 

DALLAS, TEXAS SEATTLE, WASH. 
4212 S. BUCKNER 4742 W. RUFFNER 

McNARY & WRATHALL 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 

906 Notional Press Bldg. DI. 1205 
Washington, D. C. 

1407 Pacific Ave. Phone 5040 
Santa Cruz, California 
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SPOT NEWS NOTES 
(Continued from page 7) 

his work on servo mechanisms and au- 
tomatic controls. 

New Company Name: 
Air King Products Company of Brook- 
lyn, merged recently with CBS, is now 
known as CBS -Columbia, Inc. 

Annual ATA Convention: 
Convention of the American Taxi Asso- 
ciation will be held this year at Hotel 
Sherman, Chicago, September 10 to 19. 

Information can be obtained from the 
executive secretary, 4415 California 
Avenue, Chicago 25. 

UHF Channels for TV: 
Now that FCC Chairman Coy has stated 
officially that the FM broadcast band 
will not be carved up to make additional 
VHF channels for TV, it's beginning to 
look as if the decision makes sense for 
the television broadcasters. In our next 
issue we shall offer for our readers a re- 
view of information, well -authenticated 
by some 10 years of practical operating 
experience and engineering research, 
which indicates that 1) the advantages of 
VHF channels may be overrated, 2) the 
advantages of UHF may be underesti- 
mated, and 3) when the hysterical 
struggle for VHF channels is ended by 
final allocations, it may develop that re- 
ception from UHF stations will be sub- 
stantially more satisfactory than from 
those operating on VHF. This is not 
offered as a prediction, but there is much 
evidence to support it. 

Microwave Relay: 

A T & T has applied to the FCC to ex- 

tend its microwave relay to include a 
link between Rochester and Syracuse, 
N. Y. Rochester now gets TV programs 
by radio relay from Buffalo. Another link 
is planned to start from the New York - 
Washington relay at Garden City, Va., 

extending to Charlotte and Atlanta. 

More Military Production: 

To accommodate additional Government 
orders, RCA is converting another Cam- 
den factory unit from civilian to military 
radio production. 

Radio Handbook: 

The 13th edition of the Radio Handbook, 
now grown up to 736 pages without ad- 
vertising, has just been published by 
Editors and Engineers, Ltd., Santa Bar- 
bara, Calif. Price is $6.25 postpaid. 

Vibrator Replacements: 

A vibrator replacement guide, listing 
base wiring diagrams and equivalent 
James, Mallory, and Radiart types is 

(Concluded on page 9) 
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KEAR & KENNEDY 

Consulting Radio Engineers 

1302 18th St., N. W. HUdson 9000 

Washington, D. C. 

GEORGE P. ADAIR 
Consulting Engineers 

Radio, Communications, Electronics 

1833 M St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 

EXecutive 1230 

RUSSELL P. MAY 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 

* * * 
1422 F Street, N.W., Wash. 4, D. C. 

Kellogg Building Republic 9984 

Member AFCCE 

BACK ISSUES OF 

FM-TV 
RADIO COMMUNICATION 

Here is your opportunity to 
complete your files. The fol- 
lowing issues are available at 
25c each, postpaid: 

1940: 
1941: 
1942: 
1943: 
1944: 
1945: 
1946: 
1947: 
1948: 
1949: 
1950: 

sold out 
except Feb. issue 

all issues available 
all issues available 
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Special Services Directory 

.1iÌÌr l 
76 -MM Professional Motion Picture 

Production Equipment 

J. A. MAURER, Inc. 
37 -07 31st Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Tel. STillwell 4 -4601 

Paul W. Klipsch 
Professional Engineer 
Acoustic development 
and consulting 

Klipsch and Associates 
building the authentic 

KLIPSCHORN 
world's finest sound reproducer 

Hope, Arkansas Tel. Hope 995 

RATES FOR 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS 

IN THIS DIRECTORY 

$12 Per Month for This Standard 
Space. Orders Are Accepted 

for 12 Insertions Only 

MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION TION /leh 

Maanu /acfurin y 

engineers 
Specialists in the Denim & Development 

of Electronic Test Instruments 
BOONTON, N. J. 

THE WORKSHOP 
ASSOCIATES 

INCORPORATED 

Specialists in 
High,- Frequency 
Antennas 

135 Crescent Road 
Needham *Heights 94, Mass. 

NEedham 3 -OOOS 

Radio Wire Television Inc. 
Specialists in high- fidelity audio 
equipment of all standard makes. 
Send for Catalog R -51. Complete 
stocks are carried at each of these 
Audio headquarters stores: 

100 Sixth Avenue, New York City 
110 Federal Street , Boston, Mass. 
24 Central Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
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SPOT NEWS NOTES 
(Continued from page 8) 

available from James Vibrapower Com- 
pany, 4036 N. Rockwell Avenue, Chi- 
cago 18. 

Wallace R. MacGregor: 

Former common -carrier engineer on the 
FCC staff, has joined Lenkurt Electric 
Sales Company as manager of govern - 
ment sales on carrier telephone and tele- 
graph systems. He will have offices at 
Washington and Monmouth County. 

UHF Converters: 

On June 29, at Bridgeport, Conn., 
RTMA gave the FCC a- highly success- 
ful demonstration of 'UHF reception, 
using converters to pick up the NBC 
station. Companies participating were: 
Hallicrafters, G -E, Motorola, Stromberg, 
Du Mont, RCA, Zenith, Capehart, 
Philco, and Mallory. 

Power Tube Plant: 

Raytheon is building a $2 million plant 
of . 144,000 square feet at Waltham, to 

augment its power tube production. Con- 
struction is scheduled to be completed 
this fall. 

FM Set Shortage: 

According to RTMA, there is no short- 
age of FM broadcast receivers. Survey 
figures released show 145,059 sets in dis- 
tributors' inventories, and 42,872 in fac- 

tory inventories. Suspicion is that most 
of these are inferior in performance, and 
may never be sold. Figures did not show 

how much Zenith and G -E are behind in 

deliveries, or the shortage of high -quality 
FM chassis. 

Edward W. Allen, Jr.: 

Appointed Chief Engineer of Federal 
Communications Commission. In 1935, 

he left the post of assistant examiner at 
the Patent Office to join the Commis- 
sion as an assistant technical engineer. 
He moved up in the organization until. 
in 1946, he was made Chief of the Tech- 
nical Information Division. 

Tube Plant: 

To provide increased production of high - 
reliability tubes, G -E will build a $6 mil- 
lion plant at Anniston, Ala., of 150,000 

square feet, giving employment to over 
2,000 people. Completion is scheduled 
for early 1952. 

Laboratory Equipment: 

NPA has provided in Order M -71 a self - 
certification system whereby laboratories 
can obtain controlled materials and 
equipment. Purpose is to eliminate the 
spot assistance from NPA on which 
they have had to depend in the past. 

and FM RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

NEXT MONTH 

THE STORY OF 

WMIT 
This station, located on the highest 

point east of the Mississippi, equipped 

with a 50 -kw. amplifier and a new 

antenna radiating 325 kw., has the 

largest primary coverage of any station 

in the world! The story of WMIT, 

illustrated with new, exclusive photos 

and a map of AM stations within 

WMIT's coverage area, will appear in 

RADIO COMMUNICATION for August. 

DON'T MISS IT! 

COMMUNICATION 

SYSTEMS in the U. S. 
Including mobile, point -to- point, and 

relay innstallations 

No. 1. Registry of CC, 
LCC & Industrial Services 
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LIMITED COMMON CARRIERS 
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FORESTRY - PRESS - MOTION PICTURE 

No. 2: Registry of 
Public Safety Services 

POLICE - FORESTRY - FIRE 

HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE 
SPECIAL EMERGENCY 

No. 3: Registry of 
Transportation Services 

TAXICABS - RAILROADS 
URBAN TRANSIT - BUSES 

TRUCKS - PUBLIC GARAGES 

No. 4: Registry of 
Aeronautical Services 

AIRCRAFT - OPERATIONAL 
AIRDROME - FLYING SCHOOL 

FLIGHT TEST - UTILITY 

PRICE: $1.00 each, postpaid 
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Federal 
PTM MICROWAVE 
Provides Complete Communications 

For Power Utilities ... plus 

Centralized Operation! 
INSTANTANEOUS, CONTINUOUS SERVICE 
Federal has the system that offers the most positive 
basic channels for telephone, telemetering and remote 
control circuits . .. with tie -in of all mobile radio units. 

Snohom 

Seattle Squak 
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Mt. 
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Olymp o 
Covington 

¡I Chehalis 

Rainer:A 
J. R Ross 

< 
Oregon City BONNEVILLE 
SoIem POWER 

I 
ADMINISTRATION 

Goshen 

CALI FORNIA 

ti 
Seal 

Beach 

Los Angeles 
/Long Eloch 

Dept. of water and Power 

CITY OF 
LOS ANGELES 

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE! 
These four great utilities have selected Federal Pulse -Time Modulation 
Microwave -the first system to serve a power utility. Two have recently 
re- ordered. 

Detroit -Edison's efficiently- operating system will install extra chan- 
nels and a 42 -mile extension ... Bonneville Power Administration's 
present successful system will be extended 128 route miles. 

Here is gilt -edged proof of the reliability, continuity and quality 
service provided by all- purpose, all -weather PTM systems engineered 
by Federal ... pioneer in modern microwave techniques ... world leader 
in systems of simplest design, highest power and lowest maintenance. 

Write, wire or telephone today for complete, up- to- the -minute proof - 
of- performance information on Federal PTM Microwave. Address: Wire 
and Radio Transmission Systems Division, Dept..' -42U. 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corpora//oil 
FEDERAL TElfClrrulllc III LAMA. 
TOEIES,Nutley, N.1 a unit of 
I T& T's worldwide research and 

engineering organization. 

10 

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 

In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. O. 
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Brood St., N.Y. 
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LEFT: GE3 -KW. FM TRANSMITTER FOR THE KANSAS HIGHWAY COMMISSION RIGHT IN NEWARK, N. J., 250 TAXIS WILL USE 450 -MC. LINK MOBILE UNITS 

IVIPORTAN'1 NEWS FROM THE FCC 
CHAIRMAN COY'S LETTER CONCERNING THE FM BROADCAST BAND - THE FCC 
DECIDES AGAINST COMMON CARRIERS ON 470 TO 500 MC., IN FAVOR OF TV 

ANY idea that the FCC plans to re- 
duce the width 'of the FM broad- 

cast band has been dispelled by the 
Chairman's reply to a letter addressed 
to him by Josh Home, of station WFMA, 
Rocky Mount, N. C. Following is the 
text of Mr. Home's letter to Chairman 
Coy, dated July 10: 

You have probably noticed the edi- 
torial in Broadcasting just issued, where- 
in it suggest that FM have 18 of its 20 
megacycles taken from it and allocated 
to television, and that the 700 FM sta- 
tions be re- allocated into 2 megacycles. 

The best engineering I can get feels 
that this is nonsense from a technical 
point of view, and that there are large 
areas where FM even now needs all the 
spectrum space it has. However, as an 
attack on FM, a system that refuses to 
be killed off and which is beginning to 
make progress against vested interests, 
the editorial is not so foolish. Editorials 
such as these hurt FM in about the only 
way that is left open to its enemies to 
hurt it - by discouraging the produc- 
tion of FM sets by the manufacturers, 
and leaving a buying public in a di- 
lemma, and inclining the interest of the 
time buyer away from this medium. 

The first paragraph of the editorial 
reads as follows: 

"Whenever trouble brews, there's al- 
ways the quest for a whipping boy. FM 

is a trouble area now in sharp focus - 
much more than most FM -ers realize. 

B & O RAILROAD RADIO INSTALLATION INCLUDES 
DOOLITTLE PORTABLE UNITS FOR TRAIN CREWS 

Simply stated, the FCC is pondering 
what it should do about the vast ex- 
panse of spectrum space assigned to, 
but not being used by FM." 

You will see from this that Broadcast- 
ing states as a fact that the Commission 
is considering cutting down FM's space. 
I cannot believe this statement is true 
and I ask you, as Chairman of the Com- 
mission, to put in the public record a 
statement of what the facts are. I think 
the Commission owes such a statement 
to the public and to those of us who in- 
vested their money in FM to give the 
people what the Commission has called 
the finest of aural broadcast service. In 
the light of your persistent denial in 
private letters to me and in personal con- 
ference, I hope you will now issue a pub- 
lic statement. 

Kindest personal regards, 
Yours sincerely 

JOSH L. HORNE 

On July 13, the following letter to 
Mr. Horne from Chairman Coy was re- 
leased by the FCC as a public notice: 

I have your letter of July 10 referring 
to an editorial in a recent issue of Broad- 
casting Magazine wherein it is suggested 
that FM have eighteen of its twenty 
megacycles taken from it and allocated 
to television. The editorial further states 
that "The FCC is pondering what it 

(Continued on page 22) 
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FIG 1 IN ST PAUL, IF AN OFFICER LEAVES HIS BIKE, A SIGNAL LIGHT FLASHES WHEN POLICE HEADQUARTERS WANTS TO TALK TO HIM 

NEW USE FOR SGLECTIVE CALLING 
UTILITY OF POLICE MOTORCYCLES IS INCREASED GREATLY BY THE ADDI- 
TION OF SELECTIVE RADIO CALLING TO ACTUATE SIGNAL LIGHT OR HORN 

WITH the advent of a -way radio, 
many police departments gave up 

the use of motorcycles and tricycles in 
favor of cruising cars. This carne about 
because the lack of radio communication 
outweighed certain advantages of the 
motorcycle. On the other hand, it be- 
came necessary to send out patrol cars 
with two men on many occasions when 
only one man was actually needed. 

This applies particularly to special 
traffic duty when there are unusually 

large crowds to be handled, during rush 
hours at busy intersections, or at times 
when children are going to and from the 
schools. 

More recently, with special a -way 
radio equipment available, the use of 
motorcycles has been coming back. There 
has remained one handicap, however. 
When an officer leaves his motorcycle, 
he cannot be reached by radio. 

The City of St. Paul has worked out 
a very practical answer to that problem 

by adding selective calling to the tri- 
cycle radio equipment. Fig. 1 shows 
such an installation. Fig. e is a close -up 
of the hand piece mounting and controls, 
while Fig. 3 shows the standard Link 
radio equipment. The Hammarlund se- 
lective calling unit is carried in a small 
steel case, mounted adjacent to the radio 
chassis. At police headquarters, when 
the button is pushed corresponding to 
the tricycle called, a red signal shows 
at the tricycle until the call is answered. 

FIG. 2. RADIO AND SELECTIVE CALLING CONTROLS, AND MOUNTING FOR THE HANDPIECE. FIG. 3. INSTALLATION OF THE COMPLETE RADIO EQUIPMENT 

!'.1! -TV, the JOURNAL. of RADIO COMMUNICATION 



FIG. 1. ANTENNAS ARE MOUNTED AT THE 
CARDIOID RADIATION PATTERN. 

SIDE OF THE 225 -FT. BLAWKNOX TOWER TO GIVE A 
STATION IS LOCATED AT DELAWARE PARK 

POLICE AND FIRE RADIO 
SYSTEM AT BUFFALO 

NEW INSTALLATION REPRESENTS 10 YEARS OF 
OPERATING EXPERIENCE - By LAWRENCE GENO'. 

AN unusual combination of circum- 
stances create conditions in Buffalo 

that require the very highest type of 
public service on the part of the police 
and fire departments. Radio has con- 
tributed conspicuously in making it pos- 
sible for these departments to meet the 
needs of the community. 

Buffalo's population of 600,000 is con- 
centrated in a highly industrialized area 
of only 42 square miles. It ranks 11th in 
manufactured output, producing over $1 

billion annually from a great number of 
widely diversified plants. Most of these 
are relatively small, but the total in- 
cludes the world's largest flour-and-feed 
mill (General Mills) , tremendous steel 
plants, and factories that produce Wur- 

* Supervising Radio Technician, Buffalo Police 
Department, Buffalo, N. Y. 
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litter jukeboxes, AM & F pretzel- benders, 
Sylvania TV sets, Irving parachutes, 
Westinghouse motors, and Bell Aircraf 
guided missiles and rocket engines. 

To the problems of protection involved 
in such an industrial concentration are 
those created by enormous rail traffic 
(second only to Chicago) and the largest 

volume of inland port cargo. This ex- 
plains what may seem to be a dispropor- 
tionately large number of radio -equipped 
police vehicles, and the thoroughly inte- 
grated use of radio communication by 
the fire department. The first radio sys- 
tem at Buffalo was installed in 1928. The 
present installation, completed in the 
spring of this year, employs Motorola 
equipment in a system designed in ac- 
cordance with the most modern methods 
and practices. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

Almost every communication engineer 
who visits the headquarters building of 
our police and fire radio system for the 
first time remarks: "What a beautiful 
location you have for your station." And 
then he is sure to ask: "But why do you 
have your antennas on the side of the 
tower ?" 

The site in Delaware Park, Fig. 1, was 
chosen for purely function reasons, and 
the mounting of the antennas was 
neither an accident nor a mistake. Ac- 
tually, the Park locátion was selected be- 
cause it was more free from electrical 
disturbances than any other spot where 
the station could have been erected. As 
for the antennas: the G`ity of Buffalo is 
approximately rectangular in shape, 
about 14 miles long and 3 miles wide. 
The location of the radio °building within 
this area is such that a cardioid radiation 
'pattern gives us the required coverage 
with minimum signals outside. Unlike 
many of the larger cities, we do not pro- 
vide service to any adjacent towns be- 
cause they prefer to 'operate their own 
radio systems independently. 

However, the Buffalo police and fire 
departments share the same radio facili- 
ties in a manner that assures highly effi- 
cient coordinated operation, yet allows 
a degree of independence that should 
exist between two such municipal organ- 
izations. 

Plan of Operation: 
The police base transmitter operates on 
155.73 mc., while the cars talk back on 
155.97 mc. Mobile transmitters can also 
use 155.73 mc. for car to car communica- 
tion. The fire department also has two 
frequencies, but they are used in a dif- 

POLICE COMMR. MICHAEL NOEPPEL: "RADIO 
REDUCES CRIME, BUILDS PUBLIC CONFIDENCE." 



FIG. 2. THE MASTER CONTROL CONSOLE AT THE HEADQUARTERS STATION PROVIDES FOR OPERATING THE LOCAL POLICE AND FIRE SYSTEMS, AND 
ALSO THE BUFFALO STATION OF THE INTERCITY POLICE RADIO TELEGRAPH NETWORK. VOICE AND CODE TRANSMITTERS CAN BE SEEN AT THE REAR 

ferent manner. Normally, the cars and 
the base station use 154.19 mc. A fre- 
quency assignment of 153.89 mc. is held 
in reserve to provide for future expansion 

FIG 3 THIS CABINET CONTAINS THE TOWER LIGHT 
CONTROLS, MONITORS, AND TEST CONTROLS 

of the system. 
Altogether, there are 110 radio 

equipped police vehicles. These are: 
99 cars used by the Police Commissioner, 
Deputy Commissioner, Chief of Detec- 
tives, inspectors, detectives, officers as- 
signed to the narcotics, arson, auto theft, 
accident investigation, and vice and 
gambling squads, and the patrolmen, two 
of whom always ride together. 

4 tow cars 
1 signal repair truck 
4 motorcycles 
2 ambulances 

The department also has 2 pack sets and 
two Handie- Talkies. Receivers have been 
installed at 21 station houses. 

Mobile units have been installed on 25 
fire department vehicles. These are: 14 
cars used by the Fire Commissioner, 
Deputies, Superintendent of Signals, 
Master Mechanic, and 9 Battalion Chiefs 

1 fireboat 
1 emergency truck used as a mobile 

headquarters station 
1 fire prevention bureau car 
1 car for the C -D coordinator 
6 rescue squad cars 
1 radio service truck 

In addition the fire department has 2 
pack sets and 4 Handie -Talkies. Radio 
equipment has not been installed on fire 
apparatus up to this time. This will be 
done later. 

Duplicate police and fire transmitters 
are located at the main station. In ad- 
dition there is a 50 -watt transmitter with 
a separate antenna for use in any emer- 
gency that might affect the tower or the 
regular transmitters. 

FM-TV, the 

Normally, incoming messages are 
picked up on receivers installed in dupli- 
cate at the City Hall, and connected by 
telephone lines to the main station. How- 
ever, there are also receivers at the 
latter location for use in case of line 
failure. Direct telephone connections 
are provided to police and fire head- 
quarters, as well as to the Bell System 
control office. 

Police traffic is handled by operators 
at the main station. Two operating 
positions, Figs. 2 and 4, are provided for 
this purpose. The fire traffic is han- 
dled independently from a console in- 
stalled at fire alarm headquarters, Fig. 
12. Although not shown in that illustra- 
tion, the telephone switchboard is just at 
the left of the console. 

Main Station Details: 
The ground floor of the main station 
contains the transmitter room, Fig. 2, 
where the master control console is 
located; a dispatcher's room, Fig. 4, di- 
rectly across the hall; an office for the 
supervisor; and a drive -in service shop, 
Fig. 9. The basement is largely occu- 
pied by a service shop, shown in Figs. 
7 and 8. 

There are 7 transmitters shown in Fig. 
2. At the extreme left are the duplicate 
police transmitters, and similar units at 
the extreme right for fire. The two cab- 
inets at the center contain 3 CW code 
transmitters, each connected to its own 
antenna and capable of operating on any 
one of 3 frequencies. Finally, the two 
remaining units are test cabinets for use 
in conjunction with the police and fire 
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FIG. 4. ROUTINE OPERATION OF THE POLICE MESSAGE TRAFFIC IS HANDLED FROM THIS CONSOLE, LOCATED ACROSS THE HALL FROM THE ROOM SHOWN 
IN FIG. 2. ASSISTANT SUPERVISING RADIO TECHNICIAN JOEL L. CRANDALL IS SEATED AT THE CONSOLE, WITH CONSULTANT HAROLD F. IRR AT THE LEFT 

transmitters, as will be explained later. 
Buffalo is the western terminal of the 

New York state -wide police teletype sys- 
tem. This system is connected by radio 

FIG. 5. ALL CARS ARE EQUIPPED WITH LEECE- 
NEVILLE ALTERNATORS FOR BATTERY CHARGING 

to a 12 -state interzone network. This 
explains the CW transmitters and the 
Collins 51J receivers built into the mas- 
ter control console, Fig. 2. During the 
daytime, these receivers are used to mon- 
itor 5195 and 7935 kc., and 5195 and 
2804 kc. at night. Those are the call- 
ing frequencies of the intercity police 
radio telegraph network. Traffic is han- 
dled on 

2804kc. 5135kc. 
2808 5140 
2812 5195 

7480kc. 
7805 
7935 

The controls are so arranged that a mes- 
sage can be transmitted on one frequency 
in each band simultaneously, if desired. 

The use of duplicate FM voice trans- 
mitters is in accordance with what is be- 
coming widely -adopted practice for mo- 
bile radio systems. However, our routine 
of using and testing the transmitters has 
some features that are 'unusual. Instead 
of using one transmitter of each pair 
continuously, and switching over only in 
case of failure, we switch transmitters 
every Monday. Thus, each transmitter 
is operated during alternate weeks. This 
is done because we know from experience 
that failures may occur when a trans- 
mitter is out of service, and by swapping 
over each week we can often anticipate 
trouble. 

There is a test cabinet, Fig. 3, for each 
pair of transmitters, located on either 
side of the CW units. On Monday morn- 
ings, the transmitters which have been 
out of service are checked on the air, by 
connecting them to their respective an- 
tennas. Meters in the test cabinets show 
frequency deviation and modulation 
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swing. Also, control circuits are pro- 
vided so that if it is necessary to go 
on the air while a transmitter is being 
checked, the high -voltage is cut off auto- 

FIG. 6. RECEIVERS ARE LOCATED AT CITY HALL 
TO ELIMINATE MUTING DURING TRANSMISSIONS 



matically, and the antenna is cut over 
so that the other transmitter can be op- 
erated. Without that automatic control. 
time would be lost if an emergency call 
came in while one transmitter was dis- 
connected, and the other was undergoing 
adjustment. 

The upper panel in the test cabinet 
shown in Fig. 3 is the photo -electric 
tower light control. It has one relay to 
turn the lights on, and another to turn 
them off. Operation of the beacon light 
and obstacle lights is indicated by the 
three meters across the top of the cab- 
inet. The first shows the current drawn 
by the obstacle lights, the second shows 
the line voltage, and the third the cur- 
rent drawn by the flashing beacon lights. 

The corresponding cabinet at the right 
is for testing the fire transmitters. Meters 
across the top show the gas pressure in 
the coaxial lines to the two antennas 
and in the main line from the pump. 

FIG. 7 RADIO TEST BENCH L!NES ONE SIDE OF THE POLICE SERVICE SHOP AT THE MAIN STATION 

tu Meet those emergencies when every- 
thing breaks loose at once. Thus, related 
functions of the mobile police and fire 

FIG. 8. SERVICE SHOP ALSO HAS TOOLS FOR REPAIRS AND BUILDING ANY SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 

Controls on the U- shaped master con- 
trol console, Fig. e, were laid out with 
the greatest care to enable the operator 

systems are grouped on the side panels, 
with the intercity network receivers and 
telegraph key at the center. 

The first panel at the left carries 
speakers for incoming calls from the 
police and fire transmitters. Buttons 
across the bottom of the panel select the 
monitor receivers at City Hall. There 
is also a receiver for monitoring the 
intercity point -to -point frequency of 
155.37 mc. 

Buttons for controlling the three trans- 
mitters and selecting their respective 
frequencies are mounted on the second 
left hand panel. 

Next around the console at the right is 
a panel with three telephone dials. The 
first is for a connection directly to police 
headquarters which does not go through 
the telephone exchange office, the second 
is for dialing through the telephone ex- 
change, and the third provides connec- 
tions directly to fire alarm headquarters. 

The remaining panel on the right has 
3 groups of 3 keys. First is the police 
radio group: No. 1 is to switch operation 
to the master console or the dispatcher's 
console; No. e to operate one transmitter 
or the other; and No. 3 to modulate the 
transmitter from the receiver when it is 
necessary to broadcast from one of the 
cars. 

Keys in the second group are: No. 1 

in the up position is for the intercom 
off the air, and in the down position to 
operate the police radio transmitter; No. 
2 shifts the transmitter to the 155.37 -mc. 
intercity point -to -point frequency; and 
No. 3 in the up position is an intercom 
connection to fire headquarters, and in 
the down position to operate the fire 
radio transmitter. 

No other microphone switch is used. 
In the third group No. 1 is blank; No. 2 

is to operate one fire transmitter or the 
other; and No. 3 connects the control of 
the fire transmitter to the dispatcher's 
console, to the console at fire alarm head- 
quarters (the normal position) or to the 
master control console. 

Normally, message traffic with the 

FIG. 9. DRIVE -IN SHOP AT THE MAIN STATION IS 
USED FOR INSTALLING AND TESTING MOBILE UNITS 



FIG. 10. RADIO SERVICE TRUCK IS USED FOR EMERGENCY REPAIRS, AND AS A 

police cars is handled at the dispatcher's 
console, Fig. 4. A simple control panel 
at the right provides monitoring speak- 
ers and the necessary switches for both 
police and fire systems. All the tele- 
phone bells are muted while the micro- 
phone is in use, but colored lights above 
the wall map flash when a call comes in 
on any line. The indicating lights and 
switches on the console were originally 
installed to show which cars were in or 
out of service. That system was em- 
ployed widely in the earlier days of police 
radio, but we do not find it necessary to 
use the lights any more. 

The service shop facilities illustrated 
in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are an important part 
of our operations. We can do a large 
part of our own mechanical repair work, 
and we can handle all the service and 
adjustment of our fixed and mobile 
equipment. As the illustrations indicate, 
we have a substantial investment in pre- 
cision signal generators, tube testers, os- 
cilloscopes, audio oscillators, vacuum- 
tube voltmeters, frequency meters, and 
modulation monitors. This does not rep- 
resent an extravagance, however, but an 
assurance that our equipment will be 
maintained at maximum efficiency, and 

FIELD RADIO STATION 

in conformance with FCC regulations. 

Fire Radio Operation: 
Fig. 12 shows the operating position at 
fire alarm headquarters. The console is 
of standard Motorola design, located im- 

mediately adjacent to the telephone 
switchboard. On the right is a recorder 
with the dual bands which is switched on 
automaticilly to record all incoming and 
outgoing radio messages. This is a great 
convenience for fire communication, since 
it eliminates the work of keeping a de- 
tailed log. 

The fire department takes the respon- 
sibility for maintaining its mobile equip- 
ment, and has its own radio technician 
and service shop. Since the radio - 
equipped vehicles are stationed at the 
fire houses, the department has a serv- 
ice truck, Fig. 10, so that the radio tech- 
nician can go out to the cars, instead of 
having them go to the shop. Thus, if a 
mobile unit develops trouble, he takes 
out a chassis, substitutes it for the defec- 
tive one, and brings the other back to 
the shop to work on it there. This cuts 
the outage time to an absolute minimúm, 
for one chassis can be removed and an- 
other slipped in in a matter of seconds. 

FIG. 11. FIRE DEPARTMENT HAS ITS OWN RADIO 
MAINTENANCE MAN, AND SEPARATE SERVICE SHOP 

FIG. 12. AT FIRE HEADQUARTERS, DISPATCHER ARTHUR E. DAVID TAKES A CALL WHILE TECHNICIAN 
FRANCIS O'BRIEN CHANGES RECORDER BELT. SUPT. OF FIRE ALARMS LEO H. O'HARA STANDS AT REGISTER 

FIRE COMMR. BECKER: "WE'RE MAKING 
MORE AND MORE USE OF OUR SYSTEM." 



NBS GRASSHOPPER 
AIR -LAUNCHED RADIO STATION AUTOMATICALLY 
REPORTS TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, AND HUMIDITY 

Ni: \v and highly ingenious design en- 
gineering is constantly adding to 

the number of services being performed 
by radio communication equipment. An 
unusual example is the "Grasshopper," 
an air -launched weather station trans- 
mitter which automatically reports tem- 
perature, barometric pressure, and hu- 
midity. Operating in the 5 -mc. region, 
this 5 -watt battery -operated transmitter 
has a reliable range of over 100 miles, 
and operates at 3 -hour intervals for more 
than 15 days. This device was developed 
by Percival D. Lowell and William Hak- 
karimen of the National Bureau of 
Standards, for the U. S. Navy Bureau of 
Ships. 

Designed in the shape of a bomb, and 
packing its own parachute, the Grass- 
hopper is carried aloft in the bomb rack 
of an aircraft. When the unit is dropped, 
the parachute is opened by a line rigged 
to the plane. Simultaneously, an electric 
clock, which controls the subsequent 
functioning of the equipment, is switched 
on. The impact of landing sets off a 
small explosive charge which disengages 
the parachute, and prevents the unit 
from being dragged along the ground. 
Fig. 1 shows the unit after it had freed 
itself from the parachute. 

If it had not landed upright, it would 
still assume that position because an- 
other explosive charge releases six spring - 
loaded legs, which snap down into posi- 

tion, as in Fig. 2. At the same time, a 
third charge extends the telescopic an- 
tenna to QO ft. A closeup of the assembly 
is presented in Fig. 3. 

A variable resistor is associated with 
each of the mechanisms which respond 
to changes in atmospheric conditions. At 
predetermined intervals, the electric 
clock turns on the transmitter and cuts 

FIG I ABOVE THE GRASS- 
HOPPER AS IT APPEARS WHEN 
IT LANDS AFTER THE FIRST EX- 
PLOSIVE CHARGE HAS THROWN 
OFF THE PARACHUTE. IF IT 
DOES NOT LAND ERECT, THE 
SIX LEGS BRING IT TO AN 

UPRIGHT POSITION 

FIG 2 RIGHT TWO SUCCEED- 
ING CHARGES RELEASE THE 
LEGS AND EXTEND THE AN- 
TENNA TO ITS FULL LENGTH 
AT THE SAME TIME, THE ELEC- 
TRIC CLOCK IS STARTED, BY 
WHICH THE VARIOUS FUNC- 
TIONS ARE SWITCHED ON AND 

OFF 

FIG 3 LEFT A CLOSEUP OF 
THE EQUIPMENT THIS IN- 
CLUDES THE RADIO TRANSMIT- 
TER TELEMETERING CIRCUITS 
FOR THE WEATHER -SENSITIVE 
INSTRUMENTS, AND RELAYS 
WHICH ARE ACTUATED AT IN- 
TERVALS BY THE CLOCK CON- 
TROL TRANSMITTING RANGE 

IS MORE THAN 100 MILES 

one resistor after another into the trans- 
mitter circuit. 

The transmitter consists of a crystal 
oscillator and an RF amplifier stage. A 
relay in the plate circuit of a separate 
relaxation oscillator turns the crystal 
oscillator on and off at a rate propor- 
tional to the value of whatever resistor is 
temporarily inserted in the relaxation 
oscillator. The unit is calibrated before 
use by subjecting it to known values of 
temperature, pressure, and humidity, and 
measuring the resulting rates of pulse 
transmission. Therefore, weather con- 
ditions at the transmitter site can be 
determined by the pulse rates. 

Because aging or damage to the trans- 
mitter upon landing might alter the cali- 
brated pulse rates, the time clock also 
cuts in a fixed reference resistor. When 
the equipment is tested, the pulse rate of 
the reference resistor is observed. Any 
deviation from that rate during actual 
use warns the receiving station that a 
correction factor must be applied to the 
pulse rates of the weather- responsive re- 
sistors. Also, because the impact of land- 
ing may cause deformation of the indi- 
cating instruments, each one is vibrated 
for a short interval before its resistor is 

cut into the relaxation oscillator curcuit. 
There is also a fixed identification re- 
sistor, to transmit a pulse rate to indi- 
cate which transmitter is reporting at 
any time. 

The basic principles employed for this 
method of weather reporting can be ap- 
plied to telemetering over radio circuits 
for a wide variety of purposes. 
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NEWS AND FORECASTS 

MAYBE, it's the effect of those TV 
crime programs, but our thoughts 

have been turned toward the police of 
late. Thus we are reminded that the en- 
tire radio communication industry owes a 
tremendous debt of gratitude to the 
police personnel throughout the country 
who pioneered the use of radio for com- 
munication between patrol cars and 
headquarters stations. 

Many of the first fixed transmitters 
were built by police personnel or local 
amateurs. Those stations, along with 
mobile AM receivers working on B bat- 
teries, have disappeared long since. But 
their effectiveness in protecting lives and 
property proved the value of police radio 
service,' and won public confidence so 
completely that adequate appropriations 
have been generally available to main- 
tain equipment at high efficiency, to ex- 
pand facilities, and to adopt new meth- 
ods in step with the technical progress 
of radio communication. 

In this respect, the FCC is to be com- 
mended for keeping its regulations gov- 
erning police radio stations particularly 
flexible, and for the liberal interpreta- 
tions it puts on these regulations. For 
example, the police have been able to ex- 
plore the use of unattended stations to 
provide two -way coverage over large 
areas and in mountainous terrain. They 
have been operating relay systems to 
extend coverage to mobile units for sev- 
eral years, and the success of these op- 
erations has persuaded the Commission 
to consider similar use by the industrial 
and land transportation services. Pro- 
posed rule making looking toward mo- 
bile relay operation in these services is 
now pending. 

Intersystem Communication: 
Another achievement that should be cre- 
dited to the police is the innovation of 
intersystem communication. The police 
had long felt the need for a simple and 
reliable form of network communication 
by which any department could broad- 
cast a general alarm to all its neighbors. 
From the early days, many police de- 
partments monitored frequencies used by 
adjacent cities. This finally resulted in 

the absurd situation where some police 
dispatchers were listening to some 10 or 

*908 20th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 

12 receivers, in addition to their own. 
The confusion was almost as bad as the 
AM broadcast band at night. 

To correct this, the police evolved a 
plan whereby one frequency in the 155 - 
mc. band is reserved for intersystem 
communication. Each participant in- 
stalls a two -frequency base station -one 
frequency to talk out to his own cars; 
the second is the intersystem frequency. 
The result is that each operator need 
listen only to two receivers. 

In California, intersystem operation 
has been developed still further. To 
overcome the difficulties presented by 
the numerous mountain ranges, inter- 
system communication is accomplished 
through a relay station located on a con- 
venient mountain top. One very ambi- 
tious installation has recently been com- 
pleted in the vicinity of San Francisco. 

The State of California has also in- 
stalled an unattended relay station re- 
ceiving on 155.67 mc. and transmitting 
on 73.26 mc. on Mt. Diablo, elevation 
3,859 ft., some 27 miles east of San 
Francisco. Approximately 25 police agen- 
cies in the San Francisco -Oakland Bay 
area have installed intersystem trans- 
mitters on 155.67 mc. Each police de- 
partment monitors 73.26 mc. In addi- 
tion, the state is installing a microwave 
link on 6,800 mc. between Mt. Diablo 
and State Police headquarters at Sacra- 
mento, a distance of 55 miles. When 
completed, this will provide instanta- 
neous intercommunication between any 
of the participating police departments. 
In addition, each department will be able 
to talk directly to the State Police at 
Sacramento. 

The TV Problem: 
The police are still faced with many 
problems. One of the most prominent 
is TV interference. The police are in- 
volved in at least three ways. First, 
second harmonics resulting from police 
operations around 39 mc. fall in TV 
channels 5 (76 -82 mc.) and 6 (82 -88 
mc.) . This is a relatively minor matter, 
and applies almost entirely to older in- 
stallations, since newer equipment is 

built to conform to the Commission's re- 
vised rules, with 40 to 80 db suppression 
of harmonics, depending on power rating 
of the transmitter. 
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The second part of this. problem is the 
limitation imposed on police use of the 
fixed frequencies between 72 and 76 mc. 
in areas where TV channels 4 (66 -72 
mc.) or 5 (76 -82 mc.) are in use or re- 
served for use. Channels between 72 

and 76 mc. are commonly used for re- 
peater and control stations associated 
with remote, unattended base stations. 
The only other frequencies permanently 
allocated for this operation in the police 
service are in the microwave region. 
Microwave equipment to do this job 
would cost the police four to five times 
the price of a 72 -mc. installation. In 
addition, while 72 -mc. signals show a ten- 
dency to bend around obstacles, micro- 
wave signals are strictly line -of- sight. 
This brings up a second difficulty, 

namely that microwave operation com- 

monly requires more stations to do the 
job. 

The Commission has conceded these 

difficulties and permits the police to use 

their land -mobile frequencies above 152 

mc. for repeater and control purposes. 
However, authorizations are granted in 

the form of STA's and are subject to 

cancellation if the frequency is required 
for other purposes in the area. It would 

seem that the Commission could liberal- 

ize its attitude in the police service as it 

has done in the industrial services, and 

permit use of the land mobile frequen- 

cies in the 455 -mc. band on a regular 

basis. Equipment in this band is now 

generally available at a reasonable price. 

The ability to get a 4 -year license would 

be a boon to any police department, not 

counting the reduction such action would 

make in the Commission's application 

backlog. 
Another aspect of the TV problem 

sterns from the action of the Radio Tele- 

vision Manufacturers Association, which 

recently adopted 41.-25 mc. for TV sound 

and 45.75 mc. for video signals. These 

frequencies lie in the band reserved for 

state police use, on which high -power 

operation is now permitted. The RTMA 

has recently approached both the police 

representatives and the Commission with 

the proposition that high -power police 

operation between 42 and 46 mc. makes 

it impossible to provide protection from 

such interference in TV sets at the low 

prices prevailing. RTMA has proposed, 

therefore, that the police assignments be 

shuffled to put high -power state police 

operation on 37 to 39 mc. band, and 

lower -power municipal operation between 

42 and 46 mc. 
At this juncture, it appears that the 

Commission does not propose to protect 
the television IF channels, nor make any 
changes in the police assignments. The 

Commission's reply to the RTMA 
pointed out that police operation be- 

tween 42 and 46 mc. with high power an- 
(Concluded on page 24) 
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FAR LEFT: TINY BEARING 
These small pivot ball 
bearings, 1.5 mm. outside 
diameter, are shown com 
pared with a common pin. 
Held to strict tolerances, 
they are for use in preci- 
sion instruments and mech- 
anisms. Miniature Precision 
Bearings, Keene, N. H. 

LEFT: SMALL TRIODE 
The subminiature oscillator 
triode shown is designed 
for transmitting service at 
400 mc. and is capable of 
delivering 11/4 watts of 
useful output. It features 
short transit time and low 
interelectrode capacitance. 
Tube Dept., Radio Corp. of 
America, Harrison, N. J. 

LEFT: MINIATURE WIRE 
Low -voltage shielded lead 
wires and small flexible 
cables can he made from 
these wires. Here 350 wires 
are shown being passed 
through a paper clip. New 
process makes possible the 
production of small conduc- 
tors which are at the same 
time well insulated. Tenso. 
lite Insulated Wire Co., 
Tarrytown, N. Y. 
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REVIEW OF NEW COMPO 
INTERESTING DESIGN TRENDS, PARTICULARLY TOWARD SMALLER DI 

RIGHT: CORNER HORN ENCLOSURE 

This small -size corner enclosure is said to 
achieve full distortion -free bass reproduction 
down to 35 cycles. It also increases the power - 
handling capacity of a 12 -in. speaker by as 
much as 50eli because the voice coil operates in 
the optimum flux area and because cone excur- 
sion is held to minimum by the large air load. 
This unit is designed so that it can also be used 
in a ceiling corner position for public address 
utility. Fully licensed by Klipsch. Electro- Voice, 
Inc., Buchanan, Mich. 

RIGHT: VIDEO GENERATOR 

Shown here is an all- purpose video generator 
designed as a test instrument to identify and 
localize trouble in any section of a TV receiver. 
It is crystal- controlled for electrical accuracy 
and is exceptionally stable. The RF output is 
directly calibrated in microvolts for sensitivity 
checks. Horizontal and vertical sawtooth volt- 
ages can be directly substituted for vertical and 
hoizontal oscillators. Hickok Electrical Instru- 
ment Co., 10530 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, 
Ohio. 

LEFT: DIALING AUXILIARY 

Facilities for dial signaling can be added inex- 
pensively to existing Western Electric carrier 
systems by use of this new equipment. One 
terminal, as illustrated, occupies less than nine 
inches of space on one side of a standard 19 -in. 
rack. The unit provides dial -signaling pulses 
at rates of 10 to 14 pulses per second on fre- 
quencies not essential to the voice channels. 
Power is supplied from existing equipment. 
Lenkurt Electric Co., 1105 County Road, San 
Carlos, Calif. 

RIGHT: DYNAMIC HEADPHONES 

The dynamic headphones pictured here have a 
flat frequency response from 100 to 2000 cycles. 
Civilian applications include: broadcast, tele- 
vision, and recording uses, monitoring audio 
metric work, and auditory training. Sound re- 
production is said to be free from irritating 
blasts and rattles. These sets are claimed to 
have wide frequency range, uniform response, 
and high intensity sound output. Permoflux 
Corp., 4900 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 39, III. 

RIGHT: NEWEST TRANSISTOR 

The spidery object shown here is the newest 
type of transistor, a tiny amplifier invented at 
Bell Telephone Laboratories. For size compari- 
son, it is shown with a miniature vacuum tube 
which performs approximately the same func- 
tions. It requires much less power than 
miniature tubes, yet it will amplify electrical 
signals a million times. As an amplifying de- 
vice it has many outstanding properties. Bell 
Telephone laboratories, 463 West St., New York 
14, N. Y. 

LEFT: FREQUENCY AND SHIFT MONITOR 

Designed as a secondary standard to monitor the 
frequency and shift of transmitter carrier out. 
puts, this system features the ability to measure 
a mark and space signal both during set -up 
and keying conditions. The system consists of 
a monitor and a frequency meter. The stability 
of the monitor is better than 2 cycles /mc. 
Range is 2.5 to 30 mc with 10 crystal -controlled 
frequency. Fast damping in the frequency meter 
permits measurements while keying. Northern 
Radio Co., Inc., 143 W. 22nd St., New York 11. 

RIGHT: MINIATURE POTENTIOMETER 

This new miniature potentiometer measures ?é 
in. in diameter and weighs .56 ounces. It 
features a low starting torque of only .005 
ounces. These potentiometers are available in 
resistances from 1,000 to 100,000 ohms, single 
or in ganged assemblies with single or double 
shaft extensions. They are rated at , watt. 
They permit an active electrical rotation of 355 
degrees and continuous rotation without stops. 
Helipot Corp., South Pasadena, California. 
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VENTS AND EQUIPMENT 
MENSIONS AND THE USE OF HIGHER FREQUENCIES, ARE INDICATED 

LEFT: NEW PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Pictured here is a new portable 3 -in. oscillo- 
scope which combines compactness with accu- 
racy. It has a frequency coverage to 2.5 mc. 
with a sensitivity of .1 RMS volts per inch. 
Provision has been made for Z -axis modulation. 
It is shock mounted and housed in a strong 
moisture -proof aluminum case 6 by 9 by 131/4 
ins. The instrument weighs only 14 pounds. 
Hickok Electrical Instrument Company, 10530 
Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio. 

LEFT: REPLACEMENT PICKUP STYLI 

To help dealers solve the troublesome problem 
of keeping a complete stock of replacement 
phonograph needles on hand, this manufacturer 
has devised this unique storage and display 
container. As each needle is removed, the 
information on what to reorder appears on the 
bottom of the case. The case, made of clear 
plastic, contains a balanced assortment fer all 
standard types and makes of phonograph pick- 
ups. Jensen Industries, Inc., 329 S. Wood St., 
Chicago 12, III. 

RIGHT: TV MONITOR 
This new TV picture monitor permits a station 
to monitor video signals without cutting into 
the picture signal resolution. Circuits provide 
adequate resolving power for operation beyond 
the minimum 600 -line resolution. Picture size is 
14 ins. The high -voltage supply provides 16 kv. 
Deflection circuits are independent of the sepa- 
rately driven pulse high -voltage supply. Federal 
Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., Nutley, 
New Jersey. 

LEFT: SINGLE -CHANNEL TV BOOSTER 

Two views are shown of a single -channel TV 
booster designed for use in areas where only 
one station can be received. It can be con- 
nected to any make of TV receiver. Each unit 
is factory -adjusted to a specific channel. This 
design provides much greater pre -amplification 
(up to 18 db) than can be obtained from all - 
channel designs, and covers the full 5 -mc. band. 
The lower view shows interior construction. 
LaPointe -Plascomold Corp., Windsor Locks, Conn. 

RIGHT: HALF -WAVE DIPOLE ANTENNAS 
Pictured is a new line of antennas for two -way 
mobile transmission and reception. Their power - 
handling capacity is limited only by the power 
rating of the transmission line. Each type con- 
sists of two coaxially arranged elements, cut to 
approximately 1/4 wave -length and center fed 
with 72 ohm transmission line. The entire 
assembly is vertically mounted by means of a 

staff tube. Communications Products Co., Broad- 
way and Clark, Keyport, N. J. 

LEFT: HEAVY -DUTY THYRATON 

The tube shown here is a new heavy -duty thyra- 
ton tube for applications in airborne electronic - 
control equipment. The heavy -duty basing ar- 
rangement used provides both electrical and 
mechanical support. Instead of the conven- 
tional prong -type base for insertion into a 

socket, the tube has contact terminals extending 
at right angles from heavy support rods at the 
bottom of the tube. Tube Divisions, General 
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 

RIGHT: VHF TELEVISION TRANSLATOR 

This unit, designed to operate with all types 
and makes of television receivers, enables the 
VHF set owner to receive UHF programs. A 
separate UHF antenna must be used with this 
device, however. A power outlet socket is 
provided on the back of the translator. When 
the receiver power cord is plugged into the 
outlet, a control on the translator switches both 
instruments on and off. General Electric Co., 
Electronics Dept., Syracuse, N. Y. 

LEFT: MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCH 

A new miniature rotary switch, developed to 
meet the requirements of airborne electronic 
equipment is shown here. These switches are 
5/8 in. in diameter. Insulation between shaft 
and contact arms will withstand 2,500 volts AC. 
Plastic parts are compression molded of a new 
electrical insulator, said to be 9 times more 
resistant to arcs than commonly used phenolics. 
Electronic Development Corp., 6014 W. Washing- 
ton Blvd., Culver City, Cal. 
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RIGHT: NEW RESISTORS 

The subminiature resistors 
shown here are both 5/16 
in. in diameter. The upper 
type is 3/4 in. long, has a 

power rating of .30 watts 
and maximum resistance of 
400,000 ohms. The second 
is rated at .15 watts, 200,- 
000 ohms. Standard toler- 
ance is 1% but .1 % can 
be supplied. Instrument 
Resistors Co., 1036 Com- 
merce Ave., Union, N. J. 

RIGHT: DC RELAY 
The small, lightweight re- 
lay pictured has high sen- 
sitivity and resistance to 
vibration. It is supplied 
with single or double - 
wound coils and single or 
double -arm armature, and 
is suitable for operating 
voltages to 230 volts DC. 
Its weight is approximately 
2 ounces. C. P. Clare & 
Co., 4719 W. Sunnyside 
Ave., Chicago 30. 
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CHARLES KLAUBERT, RIGHT, IN CHARGE OF RADIO AT MANCHESTER, N H IS INSTALLING ADDITIONAL 
UNITS ON CITY'S FIRE APPARATUS. SOON, HE WILL HAVE EQUIPMENT ON A TOTAL OF 26 VEHICLES 

NEWS FROM THE FCC 
(Continued from page 11) 

should do about the vast expanse of 
spectrum space assigned to, but not be- 
ing used by FM." 

As I have told you repeatedly, the 
FCC is not considering the deletion of 
the FM band or any part of it. The 
FCC is not considering allocating the 
FM band or any part of it to any other 
service. The approximately seven hun- 
dred stations now operating in the FM 
band is real testimony to the strength of 
the service, particularly when one con- 
siders that many manufacturers do not 
make sets and none of them has carried 
on continuously aggressive sales cam- 
paigns. In almost every area in the 
country there is an unfilled demand for 
FM receivers. 

By Direction of the Commission 
WAYNE COY 

Chairman 

N July 11, the Commission released 
its Fourth Report in the television 

proceedings, and issued an order under 
which the band from 470 to 500 mc. is 
assigned to television, thereby denying 
its use for mobile common carrier serv- 
ice. Because of the importance of this 
decision, and the interesting discussion 
of evidence, the report is published in 
full, except for legal references: 

On May 6, 1948, the Commission is- 
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,tied certain Notices of Proposed Rule - 
Making relating to the allocation of fre- 
quencies in various portions of the spec- 

trum, including the band 450 to 460 me. 
The proceeding relating to that band 
was identified as "Allocation of Frequen- 
cies Between 450 and 460 Mc." All 
the proceedings were interrelated and 
dealt with frequencies to be allocated to 
various non -broadcast radio services, in- 
cluding one which is now identified as 
the Domestic Public Land Mobile Radio 
Service. As an incident to such rule - 
making proceedings, interested parties 
were invited to file comments. In that 
connection, Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
the research and development subsidiary 
of the Bell System, filed a petition re- 
questing the establishment of a multi- 
channel broadband common carrier fre- 
quency allocation of 40 mc. somewhere 
in the spectrum between 400 and 500 mc. 
This petition was associated with the 
proceedings in connection with any allo- 
cation which might be made of the fre- 
quency band 450 to 460 mc. 

The subject petition was filed because 
the Bell System believed that the fre- 
quencies proposed to be allocated to the 
Domestic Public Land Mobile Radio 
Service in the frequency bands 35 to 44 
mc., 152 to 162 mc., and 450 to 460 mc. 
would not be adequate for the antic- 
ipated future development and expansion 
of that service. 

In a Report and Order of the Commis- 
sion, dated April 27, 1949, we said: 

"The solution to the problem of pro - 
(Continued on page 26) 

PEACETIME VERSION OF THE HANDIE- TALKIE IS USED BY THE CIVIL DEFENSE AND MUNICIPAL 
OFFICIALS TO DIRECT FIRE APPARATUS AND WARDENS DURING MOCK BOMB TEST AT EVANSTON, ILL. 
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In 2-way radio 
G.E. MAKES MORE OF ITS 

COMPONENTS THAN ANY 

OTHER MANUFACTURER! 
THIS is important to users of 2 -way radio because it means you 
get a complete General Electric product from the chassis up 

... tubes, transformers, dynamotors, crystals, capacitors -all de- 
signed, engineered, and manufactured by G. E. to insure rigid 
quality control and a superior product. 
But quality alone is not enough. More General Electric 2 -way 
radio equipment was bought last year than in any similar period 
in the company's history. To meet this growing demand a new 
plant has been established at Utica, N. Y., devoted exclusively 
to the manufacture of our complete radio communication line. 

When you buy a 2 -way radio system, consider the years of ser- 
vice you expect to get out of it. Examine all makes -then put your 
money into lasting quality, backed by a name you can believe in- 
General Electric. is 

WHAT A PERFORMANCE PACKAGE - 
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET! 

Selectivity in a class by itself -new 
4 -coil IF transformers ... minimum 
intermodulation and high image ratio 
... sensitivity that stays up even when 
the battery's down ... lower tube re- 
placement cost and lower standby 
battery drain than other makes. It's 
the best 2 -way radio performance 
your dollar can buy! 

O/L C07 Y/G 

GENERAL 

TUBES - Receiver types and 
transmitter types -made at G -E 
plants at Owensboro, Kentucky, 
and Schenectady, New York. 

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES- 
Two mighty important reasons 
why G -E station transmitters 
are rated for continuous duty 
cycle. Made by General Electric 

ID 
at Fort Wayne, Indiana. 
SPEAKERS -With the famous alu- 
minum voice coil for all- weather 
performance. Made at Elec- 
tronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. 

DYNAMOTORS - Another G -E 
product from Fort Wayne. 
They're built for 100,000 starts! 

PYRANOL CAPACITORS -The last 
word in component depend- 
ability. A G -E specialty from 
Pittsfield, Mass. 

WIRE &CABLE -From the Bridge - 
port Works of G. E. 

INE ME MN =MIMI I=- 
1 

i 
1 

1 

I 

0 

General Electric Co., Section 4371 
Electronics Park - Syracuse, N. Y. 

Yes, send me your FREE INFOR- 
MATION KIT on General Electric 
2 -way radio equipment. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

TOYtPM,,iT 

STATE 

1 

=I MN MI NM MN ® o NM ® ® 
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Refueoted 6q 
MAINTENANCE 

ENGINEERS... 

OPERATORS ... 
iTecosemeaded 4 

COMMUNICATIONS 

MANUFACTURERS ... 

SHURE 
MICROPHONES 

are the "FIELD PROVED" 
STANDARD in MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

SHURE 

derawd 
Here's the famous "55" Unidyne Dynamic - 
the favorite microphone of police forces . . . 
taxis and trucking lines ... government agencies ... radio stations throughout the world. There 
must be a reason for its amazing popularity. 
Year in -year out dependable performance of 
the highest standards. 

Shure "SS" 
Unidyne Dynamic 

"1 CO" Series 

Carbon Microphone 

This is the "old faithful" Shure "100" Series 
Carbon -a microphone that can take it under 
the most severe handling and "knocking around" 
a microphone could get. Under any and all cir- 
cumstances the mighty "100" Series Carbon will 
"get the message through." 

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc. 
Microphones and Acoustic Devices 

225 West Huron Street Chicago 10, Illinois 
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO 

MOBILE RADIO NEWS 
(Continued front page 19) 

tedated the RTMA selection of 41 mc. 
for television IF; that as a practical 
matter it is not believed that high power 
will be used in every state; that high - 
power state police stations are generally 
located away from centers of population; 
and, finally, that it is impractical to re- 
arrange police assignments as proposed 
by the RTMA. Looks as if RTMA will 
have to buckle down and build good TV 
receivers. 

The 2 -Mc. Dilemma: 
Another problem facing the police is 
what will happen with the 2 -mc. band 
in which the police now have channels. 
Hearings on re- allocations were held more 
than six years ago, in September to No- 
vember 1944. A proposed report was re- 
leased in May 1945, but no final action 
has been taken. It is known that, under 
the international regulations adopted at 
Atlantic City in 1947, many changes 
must be made in this band. So the 
police are worried. While slight fre- 
quency changes within the band will be 
required, it is to be doubted that any 
police stations now operating in the 2 -mc. 
band will be required to move out. As 
a matter of fact, the assignments in this 
band are so intermeshed between gov- 
ernment (TRAC) and non -government 

(FCC) , and between the U. S., Canada, 
and South American countries that it is 
doubtful whether any affirmative action 
will be taken in the near future. Our 
own guess is that a lot of new equip- 
ment will be worn out before a final 
order is issued on this one. 

Introducing Herman Garlan: 
A good deal of the FCC application - 
processing backlog in the mobile field, it 
seems to us, is directly chargeable to 
the kind -hearted disposition of certain of 
its staff to act as engineers and lawyers 
for private applicants well in position to 
hire their own. However, that does not 
apply to public bodies such as the police, 
with little or no funds available for such 
purposes. For them, the FCC latch- 
string has always been open, which is as 
it should be. 

In the forefront of those who have 
helped to solve the difficulties of the 
police by conference, telephone, and cor- 
respondence is Herman Garlan. His 
labors have been as little known outside 
the FCC as the pioneer police contribu- 
tions are to the radio industry in general. 

Garlan is by training and experience 
one of the top engineers in the Public 
Safety and Amateur Division where he 
reports to Dan Arnold, Branch Chief, 
who in turn reports to G. K. (Red) 
Rollins, Division Chief. He received his 
education in New York City (B. S., 

CCNY and E. E. Columbia University, 
1936) . Later he worked as radio en- 
gineer at New York's municipal broad- 
casting station WNYC. He joined the 
Commission. in August of 1940 as an as- 
sistant monitoring officer at Port Wash- 
ington, Wisconsin, and a few months 
later became an inspector at the FCC's 
Chicago field office. He made security 
inspections of radio stations in the mid - 
west states until, in 1945, he was trans- 
ferred to Washington. 

Since then he has been busily engaged 
in the work of the emergency and mis- 
cellaneous services, assisting in the writ- 
ing of the new rules, and in training the 
host of new engineers that came to the 
Commission during the expansion of 
1946 -47. In short, Herman knows the 
Commission inside and out; and the 
police service outside in. Most people 
in trouble call on a policeman, but 
policemen in trouble call on Herman. 
And they always get the right answer. 

Annual APCO Conference: 
The Associated Police Communication 
Officers are making big plans for their 
annual conference, to be held this year 
at the Everglades Hotel, Miami, Fla., on 
August 15 to 18 inclusive. Conference 
chairman is Lieutenant Ben Demby who 
is in charge of police radio at Miami and 
from whom complete information can be 
obtained. 
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BROWNING MODEL MD25A MODULATION MONITOR 

Suppose You Have to Check Modulation at Just 

ONE ADDITIONAL FREQUENCY 
THERE are several precision -type modulation monitors that meet 

FCC requirements for checking the modulation of fixed and 
mobile transmitters.' But before you decide which type you will 
buy, be sure to get an answer to this question : 

"If I need to check modulation at some additional frequency, 
can I do it with this meter, and will it involve additional expense ?" 

If you choose a BROWNING Universal Modulation Monitor, 
the answer is simple, because this instrument is a truly universal 
type. It is not limited to use on one or two specific frequencies. 
Instead, the BROWNING model MD -25A can be used to monitor all 
frequencies on all three communication bands! Yet modulation 
checks can be made as accurately as with an instrument designed 
for single- frequency use. 

Equally important is the fact that the very moderate price of 
the BROWNING Monitor makes it positively extravagant to buy an 
instrument good for one channel only, that must be returned to 
the factory for changing to a different frequency, and that must be 
rebuilt if you need even one additional frequency. For complete 
details on the MD -25A Universal Modulation Monitor, write: 

FCC Rules require that each fixed and mobile transmitter in every radio system be checked for modulation 
every 6 months, and whenever an adjustment is made that might affect the modulation. Records of these 
tests must be entered in the station log, where they can be seen by the Radio Inspector. 

Browning Laboratories 
700 MAIN STREET, WINCHESTER, MASS. 

In Canada: Measurement Engineering, Ltd., Arnprior, Ont. 
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MD -25A SPECIFICATIONS 

Precision measurement of modulation 
swing at all frequencies in the bands 
from 30 to 50, 72 to 76, and 152 to 
162 mc. 

Frequency swing can be read directly 
on 4 -in. panel meter. Measurements 
can be made on signals of less than 1 

millivolt at the antenna terminals. 

Flasher indicates instantaneous peak 
modulation in excess of 15 kc. 

Voltage -regulated supply for local oscil- 
lator and metering circuits. Operates 
on 115 volts, 60 cycles. 

Ventilated, rigid steel cabinet, of black 
wrinkle finish, is 9 ins. high, 201/2 ins. 
wide, 12 ins. deep. Weight is 40 lbs. 

BROWNING LABORATORIES, Inc. 
700 Main St., Winchester, Mass. 

Phase send me technical details and prices on 
the following Browning precision products: 

MD -25A Universal Modulation Monitor 
LI Standard Frequency Meters for Mobile Systems 

Name 

Address 
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.. an illustrated fact -book about 
2 -way radio in public -safety services. 
Tells "how -it- works" and "how-to - 
use-it" in easy, straightforward terms. 

... shows how RCA 2 -way radio 
speeds law enforcement, fire -fighting 
operations. Describes municipal and 
state communication networks. Illus- 
trates use in forestry conservation, 
flood control, game -law enforcement. 

In highway maintenance, it shows 
how RCA 2 -way radio can speed 
operations ...cut costs. There is even 
information about civil defense ... 

disaster relief ... school bus co -ordi- 
nation ... ambulance dispatching ... 
physicians and veterinarians. 

It explains RCA's consultation 
service ... its maintenance plan ... 
tells how RCA helps plan the best 
2 -way radio system for your needs ... 
how to obtain frequency assignments 
... FCC Construction Permits. 

The "must" reference book for 
each and every man in public -safety 
services. For your copy, mail the cou- 
pon. (ln Canada, write: RCA Victor 
Limited, Montreal.) 

\ \ l // \ / ® *4r / A 
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RCA ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 

Dept. S -38, 

': Camden, New Jersey 
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Send me a free copy of "2 -way Radio for Public Safety." 

Name Title 

Firm 

Address 

City- State 

RAD /O CORPORATION of AMER /CA u 

NEWS FROM THE FCC 
(Continued from page; 22) 

viding general mobile communications 
service on a common carrier basis, if any 
can be achieved, appears to be only in 
the development of a broad band plan 
of some sort which will permit the deri- 
vation of many more communications 
channels than could be provided in the 
152 to 162 mc. band by present methods 
of operation. We propose to give our 
attention to this problem... . 

"While we have left this proposed al- 
location unchanged, we have not over- 
looked the petition of The Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, requesting the es- 
tablishment of a multi -channel, broad 
band common carrier allocation between 
400 and 500 mc. As we have indicated 
in our comments, we are acutely aware 
of the necessity of providing for some 
form of broad band operation for the 
common carrier general mobile service, 
if that is possible. However, the Cit- 
izen's Radio Service is already estab- 
lished in the band 460 to 470 mc., and 
we do not consider it feasible to move 
it. Likewise, the spectrum immediately 
below 450 mc. is already assigned to the 
amateur service. Accordingly, there 
would appear to be no point in further 
delaying the finalization of the 450 to 
460 mc. allocation and thus delaying its 
development and exploitation. In view 
of this, the allocation is adopted without 
change. 

"Consideration of the basic merits of 
the Bell Laboratories' petition, which 
goes into the question of the desirability 
of establishing an allocation for broad 
band general mobile development, will 
be undertaken in connection with our 
proceeding regarding the allocation of 
spectrum space for UHF television serv- 
ice above 470 mc. and the petition will 
be disposed of in that proceeding." 

Pursuant to the procedure established 
in a Commission Notice of Further Pro- 
posed Rule- Making, adopted July 8, 
1949, the issue raised by the petition 
of Bell Telephone Laboratories was duly 
reached for hearing. Evidence bearing 
upon this issue was presented before the 
Commission en banc on various days 
during the period from June 5, 1950 to 
December 24, 1950. Evidence favoring 
the proposal was adduced on behalf of 
Bell Telephone Laboratories and the 
Bell System, United States Independent 
Telephone Association, and National 
Mobile Radio System. Mutual Telephone 
Company of Hawaii came forward with a 
request that the Commission defer mak- 
ing any firm allocation of 470 to 890 
mc. insofar as the Hawaiian Islands are 
concerned, pending a review of the spe- 
cific needs of that Territory for televi- 

(Continued on page 28) 
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How Long Is a Month? 

Well, It's a Long, Long Time If You Lose Your 

LICENSED RADIO OPERATOR 
IF you are responsible for the opera- 

tion of a radio communication sys- 
tem, you have probably checked the 
military status of your licensed operators. 
If you are satisfied that they are not 
subject to call, and that there is no pos- 
sibility that they could be hired away 
by one of the many new systems going 
on the air every day, you are very for- 
tunate indeed. You have nothing to 
worry about. 

But if there's the slightest doubt in 
your mind, here is something that de- 
serves your most thoughtful and imme- 
diate consideration: 

The Demand Exceeds 
the Supply: 

The demand for licensed operators has 
become so great during the past year 
that it far exceeds the number of qualified 
men now available! 

Consequently, if one of your opera- 
tors resigns, or is called to military duty, 
you will probably not be able to replace 
him. To meet that situation, you will 
probably have to pick a man who is 

willing to take a study course so that he 
can prepare to pass the FCC radio opera- 
tor examination. Only then will he have 
the license required by the Commission 
of any man who installs and services 
radio communication transmitters. 

How long will it take to complete such 
a course of study? Well, that depends 
on the man's previous training and ex- 

perience. 
At the Cleveland Institute of Radio 

Electronics, we find that many of our 
students require only 10 weeks. Some 

take 4 or 5 months. The principal fac- 

tor is the amount of time a man can 
study each day. 

Although we are graduating more li- 

censed operators than any similar school, 
an increasing number of our students 
have jobs awaiting them even before 
they enroll. 

In years past, we have been able to 

fill requests from communication sys- 
tems for operators" with reasonable 
promptness. But that is no longer pos- 
sible. Today, finding a man who is 

available where he is needed is largely a 
matter of luck. It isn't a matter of the 
salary you want to pay, but of finding 
an operator at any price! 

Recognizing these new conditions, the 
FCC is now cooperating by giving quar- 
terly operator examinations at 31 cities, 
semi -annual examinations at 23 cities, 
and annual examinations at 7 cities. In 
addition examinations are given daily at 
its 32 offices. 

How to Anticipate 
Emergencies: 

The situation is now critical to the 
point that we strongly urge company ex- 
ecutives and public officials to anticipate 
such emergencies without delay. Here is 

our recommendation: 
Select a man, preferably within your 

organization, to be trained as a 2nd class 
radiophone operator, accordance with 
FCC requirements. He should be at least 
a high school graduate who received high 
marks in mathematics and physics, and 
who has had radio experience as an ex- 
perimenter, amateur operator, service- 
man, or with the use of military radio 
equipment. 

Then enter him for the CIRE corres- 
pondence course in Radio Communica- 
tion. On request, we will send you our 
enrollment application. If we accept his 
qualifications, the Institute will guaran- 
tee that, upon completion of the course, 
should he fail to pass the FCC examina- 
tion for 2nd class radiophone operator, 
he will be given further, special instruc- 
tion without any extra charge, until he 
does pass. Our records show, however, 
that CIRE students are almost invari- 
ably successful the first time. Many pass 
the examination before they complete 
the course. 
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Time Required, and 
Cost of Training : 

About 200 hours of study are required. 
Many companies are now putting their 
men on half -time schedules so that they 
can complete the course within 10 weeks. 
The total cost of the course is $89.75, 
payable in advance. This amount is sub- 
ject to refund in full in case of any dis- 
satisfaction within five days after receipt 
of the first group of study lessons. Cur- 
rently, most employers are standing the 
full expense as an inducement to the men 
they select for training. Others are pay- 
ing one -half, and making a small weekly 
payroll deduction to cover the balance. 
In either case, the cost is a minor matter 
compared to the security of having a li- 
censed operator available to meet any 
emergency. The important thing is to 
act now to protect your radio system 
against being closed down before an 
emergency situation arises. The coupon 
below is provided for your convenience. 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 
Special Attention: Desk No. 10 
4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

Please forward enrollment application for 
CIRE Course, preparatory for FCC 2nd class 
radiophone operator examination. If you 
accept the qualifications of the man we select, 
we will promptly forward check for $89.75 
to cover the total cost of the course, subject to 
the guarantee that: 

1. Our remittance will be refunded in full 
if, for any reason, within 5 days after receipt 
of the first group of study material, we are 
not completely satisfied. 

2. If the man we select does not pass the 
FCC examination after completing the course, 
CIRE will provide additional instruction, without 
further charge, until he does pass the FCC 
examination. 

Name 

Company 

Address 
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TUBE TESTER 

MODEL 539 -A 
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Dynamic Mutual Conductance ... 
Reading in Micromhos. 

Permits choice of 3 A.C. signals, .25, 
.5, and 2.5 volts. 
Vernier adjustment permits accurate 
setting of grid voltage. 
Optional self -bias arrangement. 
Provision for insertion of plate milli - 
ammeter for measuring plate current. 

Separate A.C. meter measures line 
voltage at all times. 
D.C. grid bias and D.C. plate and 
screen voltages. 
Tube life and gas test. 
Separate voltmeter measures grid 
bias. 
Tests all tubes normally encountered 
in all phases of electronic work. 

Designed with professional accuracy 
for engineers and engineering tech- 
nicians. 

See the Model 539 -A at your jobbers or 
write for additional information today! 

74 HICKOK ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
10530 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio 
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(Continued from page 26) 

:ion broadcasting and consideration of 
the special needs of common carrier fixed 
service there. 

Opposition to Bell's proposal was ad- 
duced on behalf of Philco Corporation, 
Philco Television Broadcasting Corpora- 
tion, Television Broadcasters Association, 
and Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories. 

Although the frequency space in issue 
is now allocated to broadcasting, in de- 
ciding the question before us we are 
faced with the alternative of assigning 
the frequency spectrum space involved 
here to either the .common carrier com- 
munication service or television broad- 
casting. Accordingly, we have under- 
taken to weigh and compare the relative 
needs of each of these services. 

The primary use to which the subject 
frequency band would be put would be 
the rendition of land mobile communica- 
tion service for hire. Such service is 
provided by a duplex operation which 
necessitates the use of one frequency for 
communication outward from the base 
station and a different frequency inward 
from the mobile unit. Thus, two fre- 
quencies comprise a single channel of 
communication, and each allocated base 
station frequency has associated with 
it a predetermined mobile station fre- 
quency. 

Although 12 channels in the band 35 
to 44 mc. have been made available for 
assignment to communications common 
carriers, the Commission has thus far 
found it impractical to repeat the use of 
these frequencies in widely separated 
areas because of skip -type interference 
in that portion of the spectrum. The 
determination as to which channel may 
be used in any area is made according 
to an engineered zone plan which is set 
forth in Section 6.401 (b) of the Corn - 
mission's Rules. 

Thus, the following usable frequency 
assignments are now available to this 
service in each service area: 

TELEPHONE COMPANIES 
BASE STATION MOBILE STATION 
1 frequency in 
the 35 -mc. band 

1 frequency in 
the 43 -mc. band 

152.51 mc. 157.77 mc. 
152.57 mc. 157.83 mc. 
152.63 mc. 157.89 mc. 
152.69 mc. 157.95 mc. 
152.75 mc. 158. 01 mc. 
152.81 mc. 158.07 mc. 
MISCELLANEOUS CARRIERS 

BASE STATION MOBILE STATION 
152.03 mc. 158.49 mc. 
152.09 mc. 158.55 mc. 
152.15 mc. 158.61 mc. 
152.21 mc. 158.67 mc. 
Although 2 mc. of space between 458 

and 460 mc. have also been allocated to 
(Continued on page 29) 
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==/KAAR 
RADloPAK 

THE 

Mobile 
Radiotelephone 

KAAR ENGINEERING CO. 

PALO ALTO, 
CALIFORNIA Write 

Measurements Corporation 
MODEL 31 

INTERMODULATION 
METER 

Completely Self- Contained 
Direct Reading For Rapid, 

Accurate Measurements 
To insure peak performance from all 
audio systems; for correct adjustment 
and maintenance of AM and FM re- 
ceivers and transmitters; checking line- 
arity of film and disc recordings and 
reproductions; checking phonograph 
pickups and recording styli; adjusting 
bias in tape recordings, etc. 

The generator section produces the 
mixed low and high frequency signal 
required for intermodulation testing. 
A direct- reading meter measures 
the input to the analyzer section 
and indicates the percentage of 
intermodulation. 

MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION 

BOONTON D NEW JERSEY 
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this service, there has not yet been any 
implementation thereof, chiefly because 
of the alleged inability, of the communi- 
cation common carriers to derive sep- 
arate blocks of frequencies for base and 
mobile stations, respectively, with suffi- 
cient spectrum separation between such 
frequencies to permit interference -free 
operation. 

As of May 23,11450, we note the follow- 
ing statistics pertaining to the common 
carrier mobile service: 

Bell System Companies offered service 
in 136 cities, having installed 235 base 
transmitters (exclusive of test and aux- 
iliary equipment) , and having been au- 
thorized to provide service to 15,324 
mobile units. 

172 miscellaneous carriers offered serv- 
ice in 154 cities, having installed 175 

base transmitters (exclusive of test and 
auxiliary equipment) , and having been 
authorized to provide service to 9,473 
mobile units. 

18 independent telephone companies 
offered service to 19 cities, having in- 
stalled 23 base transmitters (exclusive 
of test and auxiliary equipment) , and 
having been authorized to provide serv- 
ice to 1,223 mobile units. 

A Bell witness stated that about 250,- 
000 mobile calls are made each month 
on their facilities. In addition to the 
public mobile service, Bell has under 
contract about 5,000 mobile telephones 
on a private system basis for such users 
as police, power utilities, industrial 
users, etc., with 477 associated base sta- 
tions. These contract facilities operate 
on the non -common carrier frequencies 
assigned to their use. It is urged by 
Bell that the requested frequency allo- 
cation might permit the expansion of the 
public facilities to absorb a substantial 
number of the private- service customers, 
thus alleviating the pressure of demand 
for non -common carrier mobile frequency 
utilization. 

Because of the nature of the major 
portion of the mobile service provided 
by Bell System and independent tele- 
phone company facilities, i.e., through 
message service by inter -connection with 
exchange land -lines, the peak loading of 

a channel (frequency pair) is reached at 
about 85 mobile units. The peak load- 

ing of the miscellaneous carriers, which 

are a third party relay dispatch service 
(not interconnected to exchange land 
lines and not affording direct through 
service) , is generally regarded as being 
about 200 mobile units. Thus, where 
the phone companies can derive a maxi- 
mum of seven channels (6 in the 152 to 
162 mc. band and 1 in the 35 to 44 mc. 

(Continued on page 30) 
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X02 
DISASTER COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE 

Leece -Nevill) 
Alternator System 

Saves Maintenance, 
Materials and Manpower 

A Leece -Neville AC -DC Alternator 

System delivers 25 to 35 amperes 

with the engine idling. This effects 

substantial gasoline savings and 

reduces engine wear. Current is 

delivered at a constant, fixed 

voltage, which lessens deterioration of scarce 

radio tubes and batteries. 

Most important of all is the famous dependabilty 

of the Alternator System. To help insure vital 

communications in case of disaster, every 

mobile radio should be equipped with the 

Leece -Neville Alternator System. 

For all the facts, write Dept 15, 
The Leece -Neville Co., Cleveland 14, O. 
Pioneer and STILL Quality Leader 
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Cel*+Ot 
APOWER 

SUPPLIES IE S 

T M Hrg U S. Pat. Ott. 

Line -O -Life shows when 
brushes need replacement 
for best operating effi- 
oiency. No more guess 
work. No loss of power. 
No risk of damage to 
commutator. *Patent Pending 

More Carter Products are specified and used by Mobile 
Radio Transmitter Manufacturers than all other makes 
combined. Make no mistake. No other type power 
supply is as dependable. No other costs less in the long 
run. That is why leading mobile transmitters are Carter 
Powered. Carter performance has been proven in count- 
less hours of mobile service of every type ... railroad, 
bus, police, taxi, ambulance, fire dept., marine, forestry, 
and aircraft service. 
Carter genemotors, magmotors, dynamotors, converters 
are available in a wide range of standard models. Sold 
by leading electronic supply distributors. Special mod- 
els made to order. Write for illustrated bulletin. 

aila@P oßOp 

N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago Ill. 
Sales Representatives in Principal Cities. 

MOBILE RADIO HANDBOOK 
Practical Working Data on Mobile and Point -to -Point Systems 

EDITOR MILTON B SLEEPER - ASSOCIATES JEREMIAH COURTNEY, ROY ALLISON 

PLANNING: How to plan a mobile or point -to -point communications system. This 
chapter covers the overall problems of power and topography, interference, city 
ordinances, public liability, operation, maintenance, expansion, and interconnection. 

FREQUENCIES: FCC rules and allocations which became effective in July, 1949 
provided for many new services. Complete details are presented on every service 
in the common carrier, public safety, industrial, and transportation groups. 

LICENSES: How to apply for a construction permit, license, and renewal for a 
communications system. Complete FCC forms, filled out in the correct manner, are 
shown. This is of the utmost importance; incorrect forms may cause months of delay. 

EQUIPMENT: Three chapters are devoted to the problems of selecting the right 
equipment for a particular system, specifications on transmitters and receivers 
of all makes, selective calling and fleet control and adjacent -channel operation. 

ANTENNAS, TOWERS: The problems of planning antenna installations are covered 
very thoroughly in two chapters which explain the various special -purpose types of 
radiators, and the correct method of erecting a standard guyed, steel antenna tower. 

MAINTENANCE: How to keep a communications system at peak performance. Methods 
and record forms that have been perfected by years of experience are described in 
detail. Proper balance between essential and superfluous maintenance Is explained. 

OPERATORS: The FCC is becoming increasingly strict about the observance of 
rules relating to operator requirements at communications systems. Official In- formation is given, with a detailed explanation from FCC Secretary T. J. Slowie. 

HOW FM WORKS: Advantages of FM over AM, coverage, interference, and static 
elimination, and circuit functions are explained pictorially in 83 illustrations. 
The use of mathematics has thus been avoided in this clear, practical presentation. 

An elaborately illustrated reference book for executives, communica- 
tions engineers, system supervisors. 190 pages, 83/4 by 111'2 ins. 

$4.00 Cloth Bound - $2.00 Paper Cover 
Elsewhdre,i 25cPoS a9 

Published by Radio Communication Magazine 
SAVINGS BANK BUILDING, GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS. 
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band) , they can serve a maximum of 
about 595 units. If all four miscellan- 
eous carrier channels were also loaded to 
capacity, an additional 800 units could 
be served; or a total of about 1,400 units. 
That capacity appears to be inadequate 
to serve the needs of cities like New 
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadel- 
phia, St. Louis, etc. Bell witnesses testi- 
fied that, without advertising or pushing 
the sale of the service, the demand for 
telephone company service already ex- 
ceeds available capacity in cities like 
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles 
and there are waiting lists in some of 
the other larger metropolitan areas. 
Additionally, it was stated, new requests 
for telephone company service are re- 
ceived at the rate of about 65 per month. 
Moreover, in certain places, like New 
York and Los Angeles, it is not possible 
for the telephone companies to utilize all 
7 channels in a single service area be- 
cause of co- channel interference in ad- 
jacent service areas, e.g., New York - 
Newark, Los Angeles -Long Beach. As 
a consequence, the channel usage has to 
be split between such areas. 

Bell offered evidence to show that, by 
1960, there would be a need for Bell 
service to about 95,000 mobile units on a 
national basis. Thus, it was expected 
that about 100 channels would be needed 
in each of the cities of New York, Chi - 
cage, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit. 
Boston and San Francisco; that about Q2 
other medium sized cities would need 20 
to 50 channels; and almost every city 
over 300,000 population would require 
more channels than are now available. 

Bell indicated that the system pro- 
posed would, in the 30 mc. of spectrum 
space under consideration, yield approxi- 
mately 100 channels. It has also been 
indicated by Bell that it is their opinion 
that the spectrum between 470 and 500 
mcs. is ideally suited to such develop - 
nient under the present state of the art, 
but that portions of the spectrum at or 
above 1000 mc. would not be suitable, 
under the present state of the art, be- 
cause of such factors as lack of tube de- 
velopment, excessive power require- 
ments, inability to use conventional 
wiring, i.e., need for use of wave guides 
at those frequencies, etc. 

The bell petition has the endorsement, 
from the standpoint of a service alloca- 
tion, of the independent telephone com- 
panies and the miscellaneous carriers, 
though it is recognized that there would 
later have to be worked out a basis for 
assignment and utilization of the space 
and facilities among the eligible carrier 
users. 

(Continued on page 31) 
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If the expansion in this service is to 
take place, and if we do not make avail- 
able the 470 to 500 mc. of space to corn- 
mon carrier service, the following alter- 
natives are available: 

1. Requiring smaller separations be- 
tween frequency assignments in the 
bands below 162 mc., i.e., 40 kc., 30 kc., 
or even 20 kc. frequency separation. 

2. Development and use of more effi- 
cient techniques of operation such as 
single side band transmission, multiplex, 
etc. 

3. Utilization of geographic frequency 
sharing so as to obtain utilization of fre- 
quencies assigned to non -common carrier 
services in critical population centers 
where such non -common carrier frequen- 
cise are not required for local use. 

In the ten years since its commence- 
ment, commercial television has had a 
phenomenal growth. Although it has 
not yet had an opportunity for its fullest 
growth, it is already one of the country's 
most important industries and an impor- 
tant medium not merely for public en- 
tertainment but also for the develop- 
ment of an informed public. 

The Commission has long been aware 
of the urgent need for additional tele- 
vision facilities and, even in 1945, in con- 
nection with its overall allocation study, 
it stated that the then available VHF 
television channels were insufficient to 
make possible "a truly nationwide and 
competitive" television broadcast system. 
In order to provide for the development 
of such a system, and to provide space 
for future expansion, the portion of the 
spectrum between 480 to 920 mc. was at 
that time made available for television 
experimentation. This band was subse- 
quently limited to 470 to 890 mc. As a 
result of technical developments in tele- 
vision broadcasting in the UHF band, 
and of the rapidly growing need for addi- 
tional facilities for television broadcast- 
ing, the question of utilization of the 
region of 470 to 890 mc. for television 
broadcasting on a regular basis was made 
part of subsequent proceedings. 

By its Third Notice of Further Pro- 
posed Rule Making, adopted on March 
21, 1951, the Commission proposed an 
assignment table which would make our 
television system truly nationwide by 
providing television channels to many 
communities of the country presently 
without provision for any television serv- 
ice. The Commission could accomplish 
this end only by making extensive use of 
UHF channels as well as VHF. In addi- 
tion, the Commission in the Notice pro- 
posed to allocate to commercial tele- 
vision, at this time, all of the 470 to 890 

(Continued on page 32) 
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DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
Workshop directional (and bi- directional) antennas are designed ex- 
pressly for point -to -point communications, particularly - railway, high- 

way patrol, public safety, police, utility, pipe lines, forestry, and other 
similar uses. Their high gain and sharp directivity provide strong, clear 
reception and Tong -range coverage at minimum cost. Rugged, heavy - 
gauge aluminum elements and enameled steel supports guarantee long, 

dependable service with no maintenance expense. Installation is very 
simple, requiring only an iron pipe mast and cable. Ten different models 

are available, one for each operating band. 

GAIN - Conservatively rated at 7.6 db. over a 1/2-wave dipole; 15.2 

db. for system when used in pairs - one at 
each end of circuit 

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION - Withstands steady 65 mph 

wind with 1/2" radial ice; 85 -90 mph without 
ice with adequate safety factor 

1/2-POWER ANGLES - 64° Horizontal, 68° Vertical 

FRONT -TO -BACK RATIO - 20 db., measured 

VSWR - Less than 1.5:1 

IMPEDANCE -- 52 ohms 

VERTICAL POLARIZATION - Horizontal on request 

MOUNTING - 11/2" standard threaded pipe 
OTHER 

WORKSHOP 
ANTENNAS 

Aeronautical Ground Station 
For aircraft communi- 
cations - omnidirec- 
tional. 

Parabolic Antennas 
For radio, microwave, 
STL and TV relay and 
communications. 

Beacon 
For fire, police, taxi- 
cab, and privat fleet 
communications. 

TV, FM and Amateur 
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ENGINEERING and CONTRACT SERVICE. The 

WORKSHOP handles scores of special govern- 

ment and commercial antenna problems every 

year from design through production. If your 

product or service requires high- frequency 

antennas - research, design, or production - 
get in touch with the WORKSHOP. Write, 
or phone Needham 3 -0005. No obligation. 

THE WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES 
DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY 

Specialists in High Frequency Antennas 

135 Crescent Road, Needham Heights 94, Massachusetts 
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ARMSTRONG FREQUENCY MODULATION 

MULTIPLEX RADIO EQUIPMENT 
890 to 960 Mc. Carrier -120 Kc. Modulation 

REL type 756 equipment provides a 4- terminal radio 
network for point -to -point or long- distance relay operation. 
The equivalent of 30 voice circuits are available for fre- 
quency- division multiplexing of voice, program, telegraph, 
telemetering, remote control, teletype, and facsimile. 

Performance is equal or superior to that of standard 
telephone channelizing equipment. Frequency Response: 
plus or minus .5 db from 12 to 120 kc.; down 1.5 db at 
4 kc. Supervisory Circuit: plus or minus 3 db from .25 
to 3 kc. Amplitude Distortion: .25% from 4 to 60 kc. 
Intermodulation: minus 60 dbm for A -B test tones of 12 to 
120 kc. Modulation Noise: 65 dbm per 3 -kc. interval, 12 
to 120 kc. with receiver input above 65 db below 1 watt. 
Modulator: Serasoid phase- shifter. Power output 8 watts 
nominal. Receiver: Single crystal control, double IF, cas- 
cade limiters. Threshold Signal: 121 db below 1 watt to 
reach improvement threshold; about 7 micro -volts. Other 
types available for all requirements. Address: 

Engineers and Manufacturers of 
Broadcast, Communication, and 
Associated Equipment since 1920 

RADIO ENGINEERING 

LABORATORIES, Inc. 
TEL.; STILLWELL 6 -2100 TELETYPE: N. Y. 4 -2816 

36 -40 37th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

NEWS FROM THE FCC 
(Continued from page 31) 

mc. band with the exception of the 33 
mc. (470, to 500 mc.) here at issue. The 
severe handicap facing the television 
service, particularly in congested areas 
of the country, is illustrated by the 
Commission's proposed new assignment 
Table.1 For example, in Connecticut, 
only two UHF assignments are proposed 
for Hartford, two for Bridgeport, and 
one for each of the other cities considered 
(including New Haven, New Britain and 

six others) . Only two VHF assignments 
are proposed for the entire state. In 
New Jersey, two UHF assignments are 
proposed for Atlantic City; only one 
UHF assignment is proposed for Tren- 
ton, and one for each of five other cities. 
The one VHF assignment for New Jersey 
is already in use in Newark. Only four 
assignments each (including both VHF 
and UHF) are proposed for the entire 
states of Delaware and Rhode Island. 

Although the Commission has discour- 
aged the filing of applications for new 
television stations kiuring the pendency 
of the current television proceedings, 
more than 400 such applications are now 
on file. And despite the utilization of 
the UHF bind for this service in the 
future, a large number of these applica- 
tions could not be granted under the new 
Table because the demand in the various 
cities exceeds the , number of proposed 
channels, VHF and UHF combined. The 
Commission has received approximately 
1,000 comments, oppositions and peti- 
tions from interested parties relating to 
the Notice of March 21, mentioned 
above. A substantial number of these 
pleadings propose changes and additions 
to the assignment Table in an attempt to 
obtain additional! facilities in various 
communities. 

Additional assignments, not specifi- 
cally provided for in the Table. could 
be achieved in many areas only by the 
use of the channels in the portion of the 
spectrum above 782 mc. (UHF Channel 
52) , which the Commission has desig- 
nated as flexibility channels, i.e., chan- 
nels in which no city by city assignments 
have been proposed but whose use is 
provided for on a. flexible basis. If 470 
to 500 mc. is not available to television 
broadcasting, only 13 flexibility channels 
would be available. On the other . hand 
18 such channels will be available if this 
portion of the spectrum is allocated to 
television. But even the exact number 
of assignments cannot now be deter- 
mined because of the purposes for which 
the flexibility channels must be em- 

(Continued on page 33) 

r For details. see "Analysis of the New TV Plan" 
by Milton! B. Sleeper, RADIO COMMUNICA- 
TION, April, 1951. . 
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ployed. One thing appears certain, how- 
ever, the flexibility channels would soon 
be exhausted in congested areas. More- 
over, such techniques as stratovision and 
polycasting would, as outlined in the 
Third Notice, be compelled to utilize the 
flexibility channels for additional ex- 
perimentation, and would have to find 
their eventual home in this portion of 
the spectrum. Both these techniques 
would, of necessity, require extensive 
spectrum space and each one, if author- 
ized, would require a substantial number 
of the flexibility channels. 

Thus, it appears that the entire space 
between 470 and 890 mcs. is urgently 
needed to obtain full development of 
television broadcasting, and that the loss 
of any of this space to other services 
would severely handicap the attainment 
of an adequate nationwide and competi- 
tive television system. 

At present the frequencies 470 to 475 

mc. are allocated to facsimile broadcast- 
ing. The frequencies 475 to 500 mc. are 
allocated to broadcasting, although the 
exact form of broadcasting is not speci- 
fied in the Commission's Rules. 

With respect to the 470 to 475 mc. 
band, no one has objected to the deletion 
of facsimile broadcasting from this band. 
Further, the Commission believes that if 

facsimile broadcasting is to be conducted 
it will be accomplished on existing broad- 
casting stations such as the FM broad- 
cast stations in portions of the spectrum 
in which those stations are assigned. 
Accordingly, the Commission has con- 
cluded that facsimile broadcasting, as 
such, should no longer be permitted in 

the 470 to 475 mc. band. 
Provision for the use of the whole 

band 470 to 500 mc. is, therefore, made 
in accordance with our conclusions: 

CONCLUSIONS: Upon consideration of 

the record in these proceedings, we have 
concluded that the allocation of the fre- 

quency band 470 to 500 mc. should be 

made to the television broadcasting serv- 
ice. In arriving at this conclusion we are 
forced to resolve a conflict between two 
socially valuable services for the precious 
spectrum space involved. We find that 
the needs of each of the two services are 
compelling. 

But while we find and conclude that 
there is, on the part of the common 
carrier mobile service, the need for 

further expansion of service beyond that 
already provided by our Rules and 
Regulations and by techniques now being 

employed, we do not conclude that the 
only available solution to the common 

carrier land mobile service lies in the 
utilization of the frequency band 470 to 

(Concluded on page 38) 
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TUBES ... 
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transmitting -type tube 
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mitters in the mobile field. 

for the best tubes you ever used 

...phone your local RCA Tube Distributor 
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quality and dependability of RCA tubes offer the best 
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ments. Phone him today. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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CHECKING UP ON AUDIO PROGRESS 
G. M. NIXON, C. A. RACKEY, AND O. B. HANSON* WROTE THIS NBC STATEMENT 
ON HIGH -FIDELITY REPRODUCTION IN 1944. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION TODAY? 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following NBC re- 
port was issued seven years ago under 
the title "Down to Earth on `High 
Fidelity' " at the time the FCC was set- 
ting up Rules and Standards for FM 
broadcasting. It is published at this 
time because 1) it makes very interest- 
ing reading, 2) it sets forth certain ideas 
that have been confirmed subsequently, 
3) it discloses some thinking that is 
slanted more toward network policy than 
optimium public service, and 4) it points 
up some of the limitations that have de- 
veloped since the 700 -odd AM stations 
of 1914 have been multiplied by three, 
as well as progress achieved by audio en- 
gineers during the past seven years. 

Also, we expect that our readers will 
have some interesting comments to make 
on this paper. 1 ou are invited to ex- 
press your opinions for publication in 
RADIO COMMUNICATION. Letters re- 
ceived promptly will be published in 
the August issue. 

THE term "high fidelity," as used at 
present (1944) in the general radio 

and sound reproduction field, has come 
to mean an extension of the audio range 
to the frequency limits of audibility of 
the human ear, as contrasted with a 
range limited to the usual 4,000 or 5,000 
cycles. In reality, the term high fidelity 
is comparative, and it would be more 
correct to think of it as "higher fidelity." 

Today there is available to the public 
a new system of program transmission, 
using frequency modulation of the VHF 
radio spectrum, where suitable channel 
spacing has been allocated by the FCC 
so that a wide audio band can be trans- 
mitted. In the interest of providing the 
public with a better radio broadcasting 

In 1944, the authors of this report were re- 
spectively Assistant Development Engineer, Audio- 
Video Facilities Engineer, and Vice President and 
Chief Engineer of the National Broadcasting 
Company. 
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service, every advantage should be taken 
of frequency modulation toward estab- 
lishing improved standards of transmis- 
sion and reception. However, in deter- 
mining these standards, it is quite impor- 
tant to take a practical view of what 
constitutes realizable high fidelity, bear- 
ing in mind that, in the overall result, 
various practical mechanical and elec- 
trical limitations, some physiological and 
psychological phenomena and, last but 
not least, the actual program content, 
are elements fully as important as a 
theoretically complete sound spectrum, 
or perhaps more so. 

Fidelity implies a faithful reproduction 
of the original, a condition which in 
audio systems cannot actually be at- 
tained but, at best, only approached. 
True fidelity would require that: 

1. The system not discriminate in any 
of its component parts against any fre- 
quency within the range under consider- 
ation. 

2. No component part of the entire 
system introduce false harmonics. 

3. There be no amplitude limitation of 
any portion of the spectrum in either 
transmission or reception. 

4. The system be free from phase dis- 
tortion. 

5. The system be free from extraneous 
noise. 

6. The loudspeaker and its driving am- 
plifiers be capable of reproducing with- 
out distortion the full frequency range 
at loudness levels suitable for all listeners. 

7. The acoustics of both the pick -up 
and listening spaces be suitable. 

8. The spatial relationships of the 
sources of sound be transmitted and re- 
produced. This last probably requires 
some form of binaural or stereophonic 
system, neither of which is economically 
feasible for general public service at this 
time. 

A system as described above, with the 

exception of binaural or stereophonic 
transmission, is not too difficult of real- 
ization from a transmitting standpoint. It 
might be approached closely in a receiver 
reproducing system, but the cost would 
probably be beyond the value which 
would be placed upon it by the purchas- 
ing public, particularly if the receiver 
were required to reproduce frequencies 
from 30 to 15,000 oycles. 

It is curious that the emphasis in gen- 
eral discussions of high fidelity thus far 
has been on an extension of the upper 
portion of the sound spectrum, and little 
has been said about the required balance' 
between the upper portion and the lower 
frequencies. Actualiy, it has been dis- 
cerned on the basis of such observation 
that a balanced frequency response is 
quite essential to program enjoyment, 
although this balance factor has not yet 
been reduced to a rigorous mathematical 
formula. One authority has said, and 
our experience has confirmed this general 
statement, that the product of the lower 
and upper frequency limits should equal 
a number in the vicinity of 500,000. A 
simple example will show the approxi- 
mate validity of this hypothesis, as indi- 
cating the importance of balance. A 
system with frequency response limits of 
50 to 8,000 cycles, a total range of 7,950 
cycles, is conceded as satisfactory by 
most authorities. If we retain this same 
range and compare it with a range of 250 
to 10,000 cycles, there is little question 
that the former is preferable for reasons 
of general naturalness, particularly be- 
cause of the reproduction of a substantial 
range below 250 cycles. Note that in the 
case of 50 to 8,000 cycles, the bulk of 
program energy is in the band centering 
approximately at 700 cycles. 

'Editor's Note: This explains, at least in part, the great number of tremendously enthusiastic reports 
from people who have built FAS systea.s, or have 
added Air -Couplers to their audio installations to 
provide bass reinforcement. 
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The curve in Fig. 1 shows preferred 
lower and upper frequency limits in 
which the balance between the lower and 
upper portions is properly maintained. 
It will be noted that the product of the 
upper and lower frequency limits, as has 
been specified, is approximately 500,000. 
As an interesting fact in this connection, 
many of the better home radio receivers 
of conventional type seem to fit surpris- 
ingly well within these frequency limits. 

An extension of the frequency range 
to perhaps 17,000 cycles and down to 30 
cycles would encompass the entire 
audible spectrum, but at only a small 
percentage of the total time would there 
be any appreciable energy in the region 
above 10,000 cycles. Reproduction of 
frequencies above 10,000 cycles adds 
only to the enjoyment, if that is the 
word, of such things as key jingles, foot- 
steps, handclapping and various extra- 
neous (non -musical) noises from musical 

Perhaps so, if the higher range is prop- 
erly balanced by adequate bass repro- 
duction. Distortion and noise are un- 
pleasant at any portion of the sound 
spectrum. 

Receivers which at present provide 
millions of listeners with many hours of 
enjoyment seem generally adequate for 
reproducing the intelligence and enter- 
tainment contained in.: the program ma- 
terial. The witticisms of Charlie Mc- 
Carthy, for example, are just as humor- 
ous on a receiver whose frequency range 
is 200 to 3,000 cycles, as on a higher 
fidelity system. 

In this connection, it should not be 
overlooked that the entertainment and 
attention- engaging factors in musical 
listening are not concerned with quality 
alone. Such matters as appreciation of 
technique, melody itself, rhythm and the 
like, are of great importance to the 
musical ear and all these of course can 

45 degrees is substantially less than 
optimum, even at frequencies as low as 
3,000 cycles. A true higher -fidelity re- 
ceiver must so distribute the higher fre- 
quencies that, within a specified' solid 
angle, the response at all frequencies is 

substantially uniform. 
The acoustical conditions of the studio 

and listening space can be controlled 
only over a frequency range approxi- 
mately of 64 to 8,000 cycles, as design 
data and experience with materials and 
completed rooms is available only within 
those limits. At frequencies of 4,000 
cycles and higher, the absorption con- 
tributed by the air itself, at usual values 
of relative humidity, becomes of increas- 
ing importance. At 10,000 cycles and a 
relative humidity of 50 per cent, the 
absorption of the air limits the rever- 
beration time to about 1.5 seconds even 
though the walls, floor and ceiling are 
perfectly reflective; at 12,000 cycles the 
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instruments such as resin squeaks, air 
rush from wind instruments, and the like. 
These sound effects can hardly be con- 
sidered essential or worth the high cost 
to attain them. 

Experience and varius surveys have 
shown that, even when listeners have 
receivers capable of reproducing fre- 
quencies up to 5,000 cycles, they usually 
operate the tone control to restrict the 
audio range to an upper frequency cut -_ 

off of somewhere between 2,500 cycles 
and 4,000 cycles. Reasons given for this 
are that the "tone is mellower," "more 
pleasant," "less obstrusive," etc. Many 
listeners who are musically trained and 
who appreciate symphony and opera are, 
strangely enough, numbered in this class, 

indicating that this procedure does not 
stem from uncultivated tastes but has 

some other, more general, basis. 
It has been claimed that, if distortion 

and noise were eliminated from the 
higher frequency band, the public would 

then prefer the extended upper range. 

be reproduced satisfactorily within a rea- 
sonably restricted frequency range. 

The average radio listener purchases 
the table model receiver rather than the 
console. The former type of receiver 
cannot reproduce bass frequencies ade- 
quately, the fundamental reason being 
lack of sufficient physical size. It is only 
in the console type that adequate repro- 
duction in the low frequency range can 
be approached, but few even of this type 
have provided really good bass response 
free from noticeable cavity resonance. 
The higher frequencies, however, can be 
reproduced with the smaller receivers 
assuming proper design, but generally at 
the expense of an undesirable directional 
characteristic. This varies with fre- 
quency in the preponderant majority of 
loudspeakers, so that reproduction of 

these higher frequencies is accentuated 
in front of the speaker and decreases 
with the increase in angle from the 
speaker axis. This is shown in Fig. 2, 

and it can be seen that the response at 
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limit is approximately 1.2 seconds and at 
15,000 cycles about 0.9 seconds. This 
factor should not be overlooked as it is 
one relatively fixed limit which certainly 
must affect consideration of higher 
fidelity, not only in the studio but also 
in the home. 

The ear, the final criterion of judg- 
ment, is also to be taken into account, as 
the higher frequencies can only be de- 
tected by relatively young listeners, since 
hearing loss at the higher frequencies in- 

creases with age. The curves in Fig. 5 

show the results obtained by the U. S. 

Public Health Service in this field. Al- 

though few measurements have ever 
been made above 10,000 cycles, indica- 
tions are that the curves do not trend 
upward! 

Program fidelity is also determined by 
the loudness level at which the speaker 
is operated. Curves in Fig. 3 show the 
frequency response of normal ears at 
four listening levels, "normal" ears being 
those of young people about N years of 
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age. Note that only at the very loud 
and loud listening levels, 100 db and 80 
db above the hearing threshold respec- 
tively, is the low- frequency response of 
the ear substantially flat. The decreased 
response of the err at 50 cycles, 100 
cycles and 200 cycles, as compared with 
1,000 cycles, is tabulated below: 

DB ABOVE Cycles 
100 200 1000 THRESHOLD 50 

Very Loud 100db 0db 0db Ddb 0db 
Loud 80db 6 - 2 - 0 - 0 
Moderate 60db -17 -11 - 6 - 0 
Very Soft 40db -30 -22 -12 - 0 

In the case of the very soft listening 
condition, the response would further 
tend to be obscured at the low frequen- 
cies by local air -borne noises, as this 
listening level compares with average 
residential noise. Any decrease of more 
than 10 db or so below this level will 
generally be obscured or masked by the 
noise. The response of a young listener 
seated at 45 degrees from a radio re- 

systems are now, and will be for years to 
come as far as can now be visualized, 
non -aural systems, whether they are 
utilized for recordings or for radio broad- 
casting. This fact alone indicates a fun- 
damental departure from perfection be- 
cause of the absence of true space -con- 
sciousness of the sound sources. 

Some other factors occurring in the 
general high fidelity problem, such as 
random noise and distortion, may also be 
mentioned. Since distortion components 
are multiples of fundamental frequencies, 
and since many audio devices, particu- 
luarly recordings, have varying degrees 
of inherent distortion which are difficult 
to eliminate, a wider band will increase 
the effect of such distortion. This causes 
much of the upper- frequency fuzziness, 
generally in evidence on most attempts 
at wide band reproduction. The phase 
tortion introduced by most sound sys- 
tems is not believed to be a serious prob- 

will increase the amount of noise passed. 
This imposes stringent design conditions 
on all the units in the line -up, and would 
be particularly difficult to get and to 
maintain, at a reasonable price, in the 
case of a practical home receiver. 

Standard radio broadcasting is at 
present limited to an upper modulation 
frequency of 5,000 cycles as result of the 
10,000 cycles spacing of radio channels, 
but most studio equipment and trans- 
mitters are capable of transmitting up to 
10,000 cycles or higher. However, sat- 
isfactory reception with this wide band is 
not generally possible in the evening, 
because of monkey chatter from adja- 
cent- channel stations, so that a restric- 
tion in frequency response in the receiver 
is in such case actually desirable. 

Whether or not we can make full use 
of a complete audio spéétrum depends, 
in the final analysis, upon the ability of 
the manufacturers to provide receivers 
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FIG. 3. THE EAR IS MUCH LESS RESPONSIVE TO LOW FREQUENCIES AT LOW VOLUME LEVEL. FIG. 4. EFFECT OF LISTENING ANGLE FROM SPEAKER AXIS 

ceiver (with a reasonably uniform re- 
sponse up to about 10,000 cycles) oper- 
ated at a loudness level of 60 db, which 
is a moderate listening level, is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

Thus it is apparent that the higher - 
fidelity receiver should include coniien- 
sation for listening level effects in the 
volume control used with the receiver to 
provide uniform loudness at low fre- 
quencies. This device could also be used 
to compensate partially for the direc- 
tivity curve of the loudspeaker, where 
adequate distribution cannot be attained 
in the speaker design. Such a tone -com- 
pensated volume control will then dis- 
criminate, as the volume is lowered, 
against the middle frequencies in favor 
of the low frequencies and, to a lesser 
degree, the higher frequencies, the effect 
to the ear being more pleasing reproduc- 
tion at the usual listening levels, which 
are commonly in the moderate classifica- 
tion. 

The preponderant majority of sound 
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lem, as the ear is apparently not sensi- 
tive to moderate phase changes. The 
phase characteristics should, however, be 
uniform. Distortion must be kept to the 
lowest possible value, and more attention 
should be directed to investigation and 
elimination of cross -modulation products 
as compared with present stress on the 
more simple harmonic distortion effects. 

Multi -path effects resulting in distor- 
tion are observable in reception on both 
amplitude and frequency modulation 
systems. This form of distortion, when 
it occurs, can be more noticeable with 
frequency modulation, and this effect has 
been observed in certain instances. It 
is possible that some listeners will be sub- 
ject to this distortion, the effects of 
which increase with an extension of 
the audio range and deviation. How- 
ever, good limiting in a frequency 
modulation receiver should minimize 
this form of distortion. 

Random noise is directly proportional 
to band width, and any increase in latter 

which will satisfactorily reproduce the 
lower frequencies. Only when this is 
possible in the average marketable re- 
ceiver can we make full use of the higher 
portions of the frequency spectrum, and 
can refer to the system as one of higher 
fidelity. The average price of a broad- 
cast receiver in 1940, of which many mil- 
lions were sold, was about $35, and at 
this price satisfactory reproduction of 50 
to 15,000 cycles is not to be expected. 
The response of home receivers has been 
found to be substantially as follows: 

SMALL TABEL MODEL 200 to 3,000 cycles 
LARGE TABLE MODEL 150 to 3,500 cycles 
CONSOLES MODEL ....100 to 4,000 cycles 

It must be stressed that power han- 
dling facilities in all models were quite 
limited at the lower frequencies due to 
speaker design, so that the lower limit 
does not actually have the meaning it 
implies. 

YA few in this class were capable of fair repro- 
duction to 8,000 cycles. 
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In an appeal to common sense and 
practicality in the matter of fixing an 
audio band width for receivers, it is sug- 
gested that the range from 60 to 8,000, 
or possibly 50 to 10,000 cycles be con- 
sidered for all types of broadcasting, in- 
cluding frequency modulation. There is 
very little question in the opinion of 
those who have devoted their lives to the 
problems of sound reproduction, that 
good reproduction over a practical band 
will provide a better service to the 
listener than one of controversial and 
indefinite quality over a theoretically 
complete audio spectrum. Our efforts 
should, therefore, be directed rather to- 
wards the provision of a balanced system 
of reproduction as fine as we can possibly 
design and build it, than solely toward 
extending the upper frequency limits of 
audibility beyond 10,000 cycles with the 
possible neglect of other more important 
factors. It is especially stressed that re- 
production at the lower frequencies be 
investigated and improved, because it is 

in this direction, the direction of balance 
as compared with present trends, that we 

can best provide what unbiased observa- 
tion and listeners' preference demands. 

How can publicizing and creating a 

demand for 15,000 -cycle receivers or sys- 
tems be possibly justified, when a good 
10,000 cycle receiver than can be made 
available to the greater part of the pub- 
lic, has not yet been designed? For the 
sake of technical integrity and the future 
of the radio industry, let's get down to 
earth in the matter of high fidelity. We 
are faced with the prospect of a post 
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war era in which it is very likely that 
many claims for new materials, tech- 
niques and overall improvements will 
face the spotlight of public test - and 
fail. Let us not, therefore, in our en- 
thusiasm, make claims that are too diffi- 
cult, if not impossible, to realize. 

FORTHCOMING ARTICLES 

Two extremely interesting articles by 
James Moir are scheduled for publica- 
tion in this Audio Section. 

In August, Mr. Moir will discuss the 
arrangement and dimensions for a deal- 
er's audio demonstration room. This in- 
formation is also applicable to planning a 
home music room to obtain optimum 
acoustic effects. 

The second article, to appear in Octo- 
ber, is a detailed discussion of the top - 
rated audio amplifiers manufactured in 
England. Wiring diagrams, component 
values, and specifications will be in- 
cluded, together with special photo- 
graphs. Because of its completeness, it 
may be necessary to divide this article 
into two parts, but we shall try to get 
it all in the October issue. 

DESIGN DATA for AF AMPLIFIERS - No. 
PART 1 - TRIODES AND BEAM 

IN GENERAL, discussions of audio power am- 
plifiers either attempt to ignore the relative 

merits of triodes and beam power tubes, or they 
are patently partial toward one group. It is 
submitted that while both attitudes are legitimate, 
neither is as helpful to the reader as an impartial 
presentation of the advantages and limitations 
of each category. This Data sheet is, therefore, 
devoted to the basic differences between triodes 
and beam power tubes, and the reasons for these 
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FIG. 1A. BASIC TRIODE AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
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FIG. 1B. BEAM POWER AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

differences. Sheet No. 12 will be concerned with 
typical circuits and performance characteristics. 

POWER SENSITIVITY 
Because there are three electrodes between plate 
and cathode in a beam power tube, the signal grid 
has a relatively greater degree of control over 
plate current than in a triode, where plate and 
cathode are not nearly so isolated. In a voltage 
amplifier, this more rigid control would be accom- 
panied by a greater voltage -gain capability; in a 

power amplifier the corresponding characteristic is 
called power sensitivity. Thus, a given amplitude 
of voltage swing applied to the grids of a beam 
power tube and a triode would cause a greater 

POWER TUBES - NOTES ON THE CHARACTERISTICS 

change of current in the beam power tube. It 
follows that, for equal outputs, the triode would 
require a larger driving voltage. 

This characteristic is of practical importance, as 

can be seen in Fig. 1. Basic single -ended triode 
and beam power circuits are shown at A and B, 

respectively. In Fig. 1A, an input transformer is 

shown driving the triode, while a simple RC net- 
work is used at the grid of the beam power tube. 
Fig. 1B. The input transformer is used primarily 
because of the voltage step -up obtainable. With 
similar plate voltages, a triode generally requires 
5 times or more the driving voltage of a beam 
power tube. 

BIAS VOLTAGE 

Another point of difference is that of bias. A 
triode must have appreciably greater bias in order 
to accommodate large grid signals, and to estab- 
lish a proper operating level. This bias, in the 
order of 60 volts, cannot be obtained conveni- 
ently from a cathode bias resistor because the 
effective plate voltage would thereby be reduced 
by a corresponding amount. The secondary of the 
input transformer, therefore, is ordinarily returned 
to a bias source. This must be obtained from an 
auxiliary winding on the power transformer or 
from a special power -supply bleeder. 

PLATE RESISTANCE 

Plate resistance, the AC impedance of a tube in 
an operating circuit, is of great importance 
in evaluating differences. The plate resistance of 
a beam power tube is many times that of a triode, 
and this leads to a serious disadvantage. 

Power output curves are plotted for both types 
of tube in Fig. 2. The output in each case is, of 
course, maximum when the effective load im- 
pedance is equal to the plate resistance. How- 
ever, when the two are equal, the distortion is 
intolerably high in the case of each tube. As is 
shown, an effective load impedance is chosen 
which is the optimum compromise for low distor- 
tion and reasonably high output power. For 
triodes, the optimum load impedance is generally 
3 to 5 times the plate resistance, while for beam 
power tubes it is in the range from 1 /10 to 
1/5 the plate resistance. 

The advantage of triodes in this respect derives 
from the fact that when a speaker is shock -excited, 
it tends to oscillate at its mechanical reasonant 
frequency. This oscillation creates an AC current 

11 Power Amplifiers 
OF THESE BASIC TUBE TYPES 

flow in the output transformer, which causes a 

foreign voltage to appear across the power tube. 
A triode, having a plate resistance much lower 
than the reflected voice -coil impedance, damps out 
this oscillatory tendency quickly. On the other 
hand, the high plate resistance of a beam power 
tube has little damping effect, and unless an ex- 
cellent speaker is used, or substantial negative 
voltage feedback is employed, a boomy, hangover 
sound will result. 
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FIG. 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO TYPES 

It should be mentioned in this regard that a 

cathode bypass capacitor should always be em- 
ployed in a single -ended power amplifier stage, 
whether of triode or beam power type. Its 
omission increases the effective plate resistance, 
thereby decreasing this desirable speaker -damping. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: An unfortunate typographi- 
cal error occurred in the caption for Design 
Data sheet No. 10. The caption should have 
been, "HIGH INPUT AND LOW OUTPUT 
IMPEDANCE OF A CATHODE FOLLOWER 
MAKES IT PARTICULARLY USEFUL 
WHEN FEEDING LONG CONNECTION 
LINES." 
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KLIPSCHORN Closest approach to per- 
fect sound reproduction at any price - Finest 
craftsmanship - Consummately styled. 

REBEL -Closest approach to Klipscorn at a 

medium price. 
Both offer quality consistent with the Klipsch 
reputation; both include radiation of clean fun- 
damentals down to 30 cycles. Write or visit us. 

KLIPSCH AND ASSOCIATES 
Hope Ark ons.is Phone 99S 

Design Data on the 
Internationally Famous 

WILLIAMSON 
AMPLIFIER 

A new book by D. T. N 
Williamson, designer of this 
renowned audio amplifier, 
has been published by the 
"Wireless World" of London. 
The author, formerly of M. O. 
Valve Company, and now with 
Ferranti Research, Ltd., has 
added a considerable amount 
of information on high- fidel- 
ity reproduction, filters, and 
an automatic fader to reduce 
gain while records are being 
changed 

This book contains 36 pages 
with 31 photos and diagrams. 

PRICE $1.00 in PtretPL;1 A. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM 

RADIOCOM, Inc. 
Great Barrington, Mass. 
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NEWS FROM THE FCC 
(Continued from page 88) 

500 mc. As we have pointed out, the 
following alternatives are available: 

1. Requiring smaller separations be- 
tween frequency assignments in the 
bands below 162 mc., i.e., 40 kc., 30 kc., 
or even 20 ke. frequency separation. 

2. Development and use of more effi- 
cient techniques of operation such as 
single side band transmission, multiplex, 
etc. 

3. Utilization of geographic frequency 
sharing so as to obtain utilization of fre- 
quencies assigned to non- common carrier 
services in critical population centers 
where such non -common carrier frequen- 
cies are not required for local use. 

Before considering step 3, however, it 
should be pointed out that it will be 
necessary to ascertain the relative need 
for frequencies in those areas by all serv- 
ices so as to apply the same type of 
analysis to other public needs. 

We find and conclude that the tele- 
vision broadcasting service likewise re- 
quires an enlargement of its existing and 
exclusive frequency allocation, certainly 
to the extent of the 30 mc. of spectrum 
space here at issue, to ensure that an 
adequate nationwide and competitive 
system of television broadcasting may be 
established. However, unlike the com- 
mon carrier mobile service, a proper tele- 
vision broadcast service allocation can- 
not be achieved through the utilization 
of spectrum space at some other portion 
of the spectrum, or through the employ- 
ment of similar techniques and alter- 
natives available to the common carrier 
services. If the television service is to 
be expanded to the extent indicated, it 
must expand in that portion of the fre- 
quency spectrum immediately adjacent 
to and comprising part of the spectrum 
already set aside for its exclusive use, i.e., 
500 to 890 mc. It is for these reasons 
that we are forced to the conclusion that 
the allocation of the frequency band 470 
to 500 mc. should be made to the tele- 
vision broadcasting service. 

Insofar as the request of Mutual Tele- 
phone Company is concerned, it is noted 
that we have proposed to make an over- 
all allocation to the television service in 
the same manner as has been done in 
previous allocation actions for other 
services, i.e., we do not propose, in this 
proceeding, to establish different alloca- 
tions as between the continental United 
States and the territories and possessions. 
However, we are aware of the possible 
difference in certain instances in fre- 
quency service requlteinents in the con- 
tinental United States and in the terri- 
tories. We believe that proper attention 
to such matters can best be given in an 
appropriate separate proceeding. 
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Devoted to the Interests of Audio- philes 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURERS 

When you make your plans for Fall 
advertising, bear in mind these facts 
about HIGH -FIDELITY: 

1 a HIGH -FIDELITY has the larg- 
est consumer circulation (over 
20,000) completely concentrated 
among audio enthusiasts - your 
major market for high -quality 
equipment and components for 
home radio - phonograph installa- 
tions. 

2. You can judge the calibre of 
the readership by the fact that the 
bulk of HIGH -FIDELITY circula- 
tion is in the form of 1 and 3 -year 
subscriptions from a continuing 
campaign of large -space advertising 
in such class consumer papers as 
House Beautiful, Atlantic Monthly, 
New York Times, Saturday Review 
of Literature, and The New Yorker. 

3. Quarterly publication dates are 
geared to the periods of greatest 
buying activity: 

September 15 February 1 
November 15 April 15 

4. Closing date for the September 
issue is August 15. Four -time rates: 
1/3 page $110; 2/3 page $205; full 
page $300. Type page is 7 by 10 
ins. Net circulation over 20,000. 

5. If you aren't already acquainted 
with HIGH -FIDELITY, mail the 
coupon below TODAY. 

HIGH -FIDELITY MAGAZINE 
Milton B. Sleeper, Publisher 
Great Barrington, Mass. 

Please send complete information on rates 
and circulation 

Please enter my subscription for 
1 year, $3.00 
3 years, $6.00 (SAVE) $3.00) 

Name 

Address 
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G. A. Crossover Networks for 

BASS REINFORCEMENT 
Choose the Crossover Frequency You Prefer 

SLOW -ATTENUATION NETWORK, as described in Radio Communication 
Magazine, May, 1951: You can add an FAS Air -Coupler to provide bass 
reinforcement for your present speaker, operating at any crossover point 
listed below. Only one inductor is necessary, plus the associated condensers 
and level controls. 

Choose the inductor according to the impedance of your bass speaker. 
Matching to your upper -range speaker can be accomplished with the level 
control after installation. 

Crossover 
Frequency 
125 Cycles 

250 Cycles 

Bass Speaker 
4 Ohms 

Bass Speaker 
8 Ohms 

Bass Speaker 
16 Ohms 

Inductor B Inductor A 
$6.00 $10.00 

Inductor B Inductor A 
$6.00 $10.00 

450 Cycles Inductor C Inductor II 

$4.00 $6.00 
Add $4.00 for the associated capacitors and the level controls 

SHARP -ATTENUATION NETWORK, as described in Radio Communication 
Magazine, December, 1950: If you prefer sharp attenuation, order two induc- 
tors of the type listed below, according to the impedance of your bass speaker 
and the crossover frequency you prefer. Matching to your upper -range 

accomplished with the level controls after installation. 
Bass Speaker Bass Speaker Bass Speaker 

4 Ohms 8 Ohms 16 Ohms 

speaker can be 
Crossover 
Frequency 

85 Cycles 

170 Cycles 

275 Cycles 

350 Cycles 

550 Cycles 

Inductor A 
$10.00 each 

Inductor B 
$6.00 each 
Inductor C 
$4.00 each 

Inductor A 
$10.00 each 

Inductor A 
$10.00 each 

Inductor B 
$6.00 each 

Inductor C Inductor C 
$4.00 each $4.00 each 

1100 Cycles Inductor C 
$4.00 each 

Add $4.00 for the associated capacitors and the level controls 

SPECIAL AUDIO ITEMS - IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
6-ft. Air -Coupler parts, fine quality % -in. plywood $34.50 
Altec Lansing 600 -B 8-ohm, 12 -in. speaker $46.50 
Peerless S -230Q output transformer $26.00 
Peerless R -560A power transformer $16.90 
Peerless C-455A power choke $10.70 
English KT-66 output tube, to replace 6L6 $5.25 

Cash must accompany your order. No C.O.D: s. G. A. 

guarantees that each part will reach you in perfect condition. 
shipped in the original manufacturer's carton. 

Inductor A 
$10.00 each 

Inductor B 
$6.00 each 

Ltductor C 
$4.00 each 

General Apparatus co. 
South Egremont, Mass. Phone Gt. Barrington 560 
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EASTERN AIR LINES 

says this about Eimac tubes. 

George Furtney 
Eastern Airlines 

The statement by George Furtney of Eastern 
Air Lines once more proves that the work- 
horses of modern commercial communication 
systems are the Eimac 450T type triodes. 
Their dependability is unchallenged. 

The 450T is rated at 450 watts plate dissipa- 
tion, 6000 max. plate volts, and 600 ma. max. 
plate current at frequencies as high as 40 Mc. 
They are widely used as either amplifiers, 
oscillators, or modulators. Complete data and 
application notes will be furnished upon 
request. 

The 450T type triodes and other outstanding 
Eimac vacuum tubes are today specified in 
ever increasing numbers to fill key sockets 
in important military, communications, and 
industrial equipments. Consider them for your 
equipment . . . they have been proved in 
service . . . an unbiased proof that is your 
assurance of undeniable dependability. 

40 

Eitel- McCullough, Inc. 
San Bruno, California 
Export Agents: Frazer & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California 

EASTERN AIR LINES 

BRA NIA CH I 

,NTERNA1pNAt 
AIRPORT 0 80X 787 

MIAMI (8, Pt. 

Eitel -McCullough, 
Inc. San Bruno, California 

Gentlemen: 

April u, 1951 

The twx, 450-T tubes 
f, picture 

twere purchased lin MaarchddlSepte in the attached 

Since 
Chat e 

they have been installed 
inetthe Wilcox Since 96A transmitter 

at Atlanta Wilx ten 
Years of satisfactory Electric 

use. They have given almost Y service and are still fit st 

The record of 
for further 

f these tubes, together with 45021 F_ 
choice of El/44C Sery cerect for dependable operation 

113 -LO dust 

removed from service proves that our choi Services. 
tubes the Aviation Safety 

Very truly 
Yours, 

a. w. júrtney 
Dtgineering Assistant to Director 

of CoicaLiona 
GWP :fd 
Attachments 

THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE 
FOR EASTERN'S 

EXPERIENCE 

A new Eimac quick- reference 
catalogue is now available. 

W rite for yours. 

290 
Follow the Leaden to 
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Line tundard Units. 

THE ULTIMATE IN QUALITY... 
UTC Linear Standard Audio Transformers represent the closest approach 
to the ideal component from the standpoint of uniform frequency re- 
sponse, low wave form distortion, high efficiency, thorough shielding 
and utmost dependability. 

UTC Linear Standard Tr 
True Hum Balancing Coil Structure ... maxi- 
mum neutralization of stray fields. 

Balanced Variable Impedance Line . . , per- 
mits highest fidelity on every tap of a universal 
unit . . . no line reflections or transverse coupling. 

Reversible Mounting ... permits above chassis 
or sub- chassis wiring. 
Alloy Shields ... maximum shielding from in- 
ductive pickup. 
Hiperm -Alloy ... a stable, high permeability 
nickeliron core material. 

ansformers feature ... 
o Semi -Toroidal Multiple Coil Structure . . . 

minimum distributed capacity and leakage re- 

actance. 

Precision Winding ... accuracy of winding 
.10/0, perfect balance of inductance and capacity; 
exact impedance reflection. 

e High Fidelity ... UTC Linear Standard Trans- 
formers are the only audio units with a guaran- 
teed uniform response of -!- 1 DB from 20- 20,000 
cycles. 

TYPICAL LS LOW LEVEL TRANSFORMERS 

Type NO, Application 
Primary 

Impedance 
Secondary 
Impedance 

LS -l0 Low impedance mike. 50, 125, 200, 60,000 ohms in 
pickup, or multiple line 250. 333, 500/ two sections 
to grid 600 ohms 

LS -10X As Above As above 50,000 ohms 

LS -12 Low impedance mike, 50. 125, 200, 120,000 ohms 
pickup, or multiple line 250, 333, 500/ overall. in two 
to push pull grids 600 ohms sections 

LS-12X As above As above 80,000 ohms 
overall, in two 
sections 

+I db Max. 
from Level 

Relative Max. 
hum- Unbal- 

piekup anted DC List 
reduction In prim'y Pries 

20-20,000 +15 DB -74 DB 5 MA $25.00 

20-20.000 +14 DB -92 DB 5 MA 32.00 

20-20.000 +15 DB -74 DB 5 MA 28.00 

20-20.000 +14 DB -92 DB 5 MA 35.00 

LS -26 Bridging line to single or 5,000 ohms 60.000 ohms in 
push pull grids two sections 

LS -19 Single plate to push pull 15,000 ohms 95.000 ohms: 
grids like 2A3. 6L6, 300A. 
Split secondary 

1.25:1 each side 

15-20,000 +20 DB -74 DB 0 MA 25.00 

20-20,000 +17 DB -50 DB 0 MA 24.00 

LS -2I Single plate to push pull 15,000 ohms 
grids. Split primary and 
secondary 

135,000 ohms; 
turn ratio 
3:1 overall 

LS -22 Push pull plates to push 30,000 ohms 80.000 ohms; 
pull grids. Split primary plate to plate turn ratio 
and secondary 1.6:1 overall 

20-20,000 +14 DB -74 DB 0 MA 24.00 

20-20,000 +26 DB -50 DB .25 MA 51.00 

LS -30 Mixing, low impedance 
mike, pickup, or multi- 
ple line to multiple line 

LS -30X As above As above 

LS -27 Single plate to multiple 15,000 ohms 
line 

50. 125. 200, 50, 125. 200, 250. 
250, 333. 500/ 333, 500/600 ohms 
600 ohms 

LS -50 Single plate to multiple 15,000 ohms 
line 

LS -5I Push pull low level plates 30.000 ohms 
to multiple line plate to plate 

LS -141 Three sets of balanced 500/600 ohms 
windings for hybrid ser- 
vice, centertapped 

As above 
50, 125, 200, 250. 
333, 500/600 ohms 

50, 125, 200, 250, 
333, 500/600 ohms 

50. 125, 200, 250, 
333, 500/600 ohms 

500/600 ohms 

20-20,000 +17 DB -74 DB 5 11A 25.00 

20-20,000 +15 DB -92 DB 3 MA 32.00 

30-12.000 +20 DB -74 DB 8 MA 24.00 
cycles 
20-20,000 +17 DB -74 DB 0 MA 24.00 

20-20,000 +20 DB -74 DB 1 .11A 24.00 

30-12,000 +10 DB -74 DB 0 MA 28.00 

TYPICAL LS OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Type Primary will match Primary 

No. following typical tubes Impedance 
Secondary 
Impedance 

±I db Max. 
from Level 

LS-52 Push pull 245, 250, 6V6, 42 or 
2A5 A prime 

8.000 ohms 500, 333, 250, 25-20,000 
200, 125, 50. 30, 
20, 15, 10. 7.5, 
5. 2.5, 1.2 

LS-55 Push pull 2A3's. 6A50's, 300A's, 
275A's, 6A3's, 6L611 

5,000 ohms plate 
to plate and 
3,000 ohms plate 
to plate 

500, 333, 250, 
200, 125, 50, 30, 
20, 15, 10, 7.5. 
5. 2.5. 1.2 

LS -57 Same as above 5,000 ohms plate 
to plate and 
3.000 ohms plate 
to plate 

25.20.000 

List 
Price 

15 watts $28.00 

20 watts 28.00 

30, 20, 15, 10, 25- 20.000 20 watts 20.00 
7 5. 5, 2 5, 1.2 

LS58 Pus'. pull parallel 2Á3's, 6A50's, 
300A's, 6A3's 

LS6LI Push pull 6L6's self blas 

2.500 ohms plate 
to plate and 
1,500 ohms plate 
to plate 
9,000 ohms plate 
to plate 

500, 333. 250. 
200, 125, 50, 30, 
20, 15. 10, 7.5, 
5. 2.5. 1.2 
500. 333, 250, 
200, 125, 50. 30. 
20, 15. 10, 7.5. 
5. 2.5, 1.2 

25-20,000 40 watts 50.00 

25.20,000 30 watts 42.00 
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Write for our Catalog PS-510 

150 VARICK STREET ! NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET. NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB" 



it's revolutionizing 2 -way radio 
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Motorola's amazing 
invention.. . THE SENSIÇON 

PERMAKAY FILTER FOR GUARANTEED 

PERMANENT SELECTIVITY! Thousands 

in the field, operating year in and 

year out, without failure. 

HEAT 

The Permakay I.F. Wave Filter for PERMA- 
NENT SELECTIVITY--guaranteed for the 
life of the set! This coil and capacitor filter 
network is noise -balanced for optimum signal - 
to -noise ratio, achieved by counterphasing. 
These super -precision elements are cast in 
solid waterproof plastic which will not melt, 
crack, loosen, or deteriorate. PERMAKAY 
thus assures permanent precision selectivity, 
reduces rhaintenance, and increases all- around 
serviceability of your Motorola equipment. 

. AND HERE AGAIN THE MOTOROLA 
GUARANTEE provides perfect radio service 
today and protects against obsolescence to- 
morrow. When radio channels are split you 
need not buy a new receiver - simply ex- 
change the standard -channel Permakay filter 
for a new split -channel filter and your receiver 
is up to date and ready for years of service. 

Motorola 
FIRSTS 

TRUE ADJACENT CHANNEL 

SPLIT CHANNEL 

SENSICON CIRCUIT 

PERMAKAY* 

statomic oscillator 

iso q cavities 

differential squelch 

capacitance discriminator 

instantaneous deviation control 

bridge balanced crystal oven 

SO INSIF.T CN SENSICON and protect your investment! 

Permakay is here to stay 

as the keystone of the 

Sensicon Circuit 
motorola Communications and Electronics Division 

4545 AUGUSTA BLVD. CHICAGO 51 
In Canada. 

Rogers Majestic Electronics Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 

SPECIALISTS IN MOBILE RADIO FOR 21 YEARS 


